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ABSTRACT

The feasibility of using, in Colombia, skin testing for

selecting cattle of good ability to acquire resistance to the tick

Boophilus microplus was investigated. The skin test used tick

antigens isolated by chromatographic fractionation of whole ticks or

dissection and homogenisation of salivary glands. Antigens were

injected intradermally and the size of the macroscopic reactions was

measured. The protein composition and antigenicity of different

batches of antigens were compared by electrophoresis with

polyacrylamide gels and by Western blotting. The enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay was used to relate anti-tick antibodies to

individual resistance to ticks. A preliminary investigation used

rabbits infested with Rhipicephalus appendiculatus ticks, then

different groups of cattle in four separate experiments were

infested with microplus and individual resistance to ticks

assessed by counts of ticks.

Skin test reactions in rabbits were mainly of the delayed

hypersensitivity type. Their correlation with individual resistance

was positive and significant. Skin test reactions in cattle were

immune specific and mainly of the immediate hypersensitivity type.

Their correlation with individual resistance was highly variable

between individuals and experimental groups and showed to be

affected by environmental factors. The reproducibility of isolation

of batches of antigens from ticks was good. Antibody titres

correlated positively with low resistance to ticks, but high

antibody levels interfered with the skin test reactions. It was

concluded that this skin test could be used with the serological
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test for the practical selection of animals that have already

acquired resistance by natural infestation. The test could also be

used to measure the adaptability of individuals to environmental

stress.



CHAPTER ONE:

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Colombia is an extensive country of 1,138,914 sq km with a

population of around 32 million. The geography of the country is

characterized by three ranges of mountains running from south to

north, where most of the population is concentrated (figure 1.1).

Being located in the tropical belt, Colombia is a country in which

the climate is characteristic of the tropics, but the altitude is a

major factor controlling the temperature. In Colombia it is

therefore possible to differentiate the so called thermic steps as

follows. Areas from 0 to 1000 metres above sea level (m a.s.l.) are

called hot land, with a mean temperature of above 23°C; areas from

1000 to 2000 m a.s.l. are called mild land with temperatures between

18-23°C; areas from 2000 to 3000 m a.s.l. are the cold land with

temperatures between 12-18°C. Areas above 3000 m a.s.l. have

temperatures under 12°C where vegetation and animal life is scarce

(Instituto Geografico Agustin Codazzi, 1969).

Major rivers (Cauca and Magdalena) flow between the mountains

forming very fertile tropical valleys. These valleys are located

under 1000 m a.s.l. and they extend to the north up to the Atlantic

coast. Different ecosystems are found on the slopes of the Andean

mountains, as altitude increases. High plateaux of very fertile and

cold land are found above 2000 m.a.s.l. in the mountains. To the

east of the country wide lowland infertile savannas are found. These

savannas are sub-divided into the llanos (tropical well-drained

savannas, isohyperthermic) and the Amazonas basin (tropical rain
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ATLANTIC OCEAN

Figure 1.1.- Map of the Republic of Colombia showing the majorecological areas of the country.
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forest) (CIAT, 1981).

Cattle population around 25 million head concentrates in the

valleys and in two flat areas, the fertile north coast and the

eastern savannas. Dairy breeds of high production but also high

susceptibility to ticks and other tropical parasitic diseases, are

kept on high and cold plateau where land is expensive (near Bogotd

and Pasto). In recent years milk production has been increasingly

moved to the valleys and the foothills of the llanos where land is

less expensive and good transport infrastructure can be found.

Ticks are endemic in the country, but they only breed in areas

under 1,800 m a.s.l. (figure 1.1). The tropical cattle tick

Boophilus microplus, is considered as a major constraint for

improved animal production in the tropical grazing areas of

Colombia, where it is known to transmit Babesia bigemina, Babesia

bovis, and Anaplasma marginale (Todorovic, 1976; Vizcaino, 1980).

These diseases are endemic throughout the country in all the areas

suitable for tick survival. Losses are associated with reduced

productivity but sometimes deaths occur due to tick borne diseases,

mainly when adult unprotected animals are moved from tick free area

to tick infested area of the country. Problems caused by ticks have

been growing recently due to the increase in the animal density

because of the use of improved pastures and the introduction of more

susceptible animals for dairy production in tropical areas.

Tick control in Colombia has been based on the use of

acaricides, by dipping, spraying or topical application with a piece

of cloth. However, these means of control are seldom used on a

rational basis. Control of anaplasmosis and babesiosis has been

based on the widespread use of acaricides and, to a lesser degree
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the use of specific chemotherapy and vaccines, but ticks develop

resistance to chemicals making control difficult and unprofitable

(Dolan, 1988). Reduced efficacy of acaricides in a endemic area with

heavy tick control could lead to deaths due to haemoparasitic

diseases (Ilahoney, 1974).

In recent years there has been increased interest in an

approach to tick control based on the use of cattle which are

resistant to infestation with the tick, expressed as the ability of

cattle to limit the numbers of ticks that feed on them according the

type of cattle (Utech, Wharton and Kerr, 1978). The degree of this

resistance in the animals has traditionally been measured by

artificially infesting the animals with a known number of larvae and

then counting the resulting adult females that complete their cycle

(Wharton, 1976). However, the fact that the animals should have a

tick free period prior to the artificial infestation and the

necessity to apply live ticks over the animals, makes it difficult

to use these techniques extensively under field conditions.

Therefore a simpler technique for use in the field would be

preferable.

The relationship between hypersensitivity reactions to the

inoculation of tick derived proteins and the resistance to the

ticks, has led researchers to look for a skin test as a practical

tool for selection of animals on the basis of their resistance

(Willadsen et al., 1978), or in order to know if animals have been

previously exposed to ticks (Binta and Cunningham, 1984). Such a

test needs a tick-derived protein of relatively easy acquisition in

large quantities. For this purpose, the separation of the proteins

contained in extracts of larval ticks, using methods of
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chromatographic separation has been the preferred procedure

(Willadsen and Williams, 1976; Binta and Cunningham, 1984).

The general objectives of this work were as follows. To purify

an antigen from the tick microplus to be used in skin tests

developed to detect the degree of resistance to the ticks of cattle

previously exposed to the tick. To compare the skin test with the

standard method used to measure resistance to the tick in cattle,

that is the method of artificial infestations with known numbers of

larvae. To test the feasibility of application of the skin test

under the conditions of the tropical areas of Colombia as a tool for

the selection, by breeding and culling, of cattle herds with good

resistance to the tick.

These tasks might have not been considered as an appropriate

subject for a PhD thesis, if all the practical work was going to be

conducted in laboratories of a university in a developed country,

since it is almost 20 years ago that such a work was described in

Australia. However, facilities for research in a developing country

contrast with those found in a developed country where no shortage

of materials, reagents or sophisticated equipment exists. Under

those conditions the application of basic research is difficult even

using relatively unsophisticated techniques.

Under such limitations, one of the objectives of the study was

in itself, to study the problems of introduction of technology

produced in developed countries into a country on its way to

development like Colombia. Thus a big effort during this study was

on research to adapt methods from advanced laboratories to the

facilities available in Colombia. The importance of appropriate
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education given to students of third world countries has also been

highlighted (Thurston, 1988).

To conduct the study, the facilities available at various

research centres of the Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario (ICA) were

used. ICA, who sponsored this study, is an official institution

devoted to agricultural research funded by the Ministry of

Agriculture. It possesses many research stations in different

agricultural ecosystems of the country, where research on beef and

dairy cattle production is conducted. It also runs a net of

veterinary diagnostic centres throughout the country, and a major

central veterinary research laboratory, the Laboratorio de

Investigaciones MAdicas Veterinarias (LIMV) in the capital Bogota..

Host of the laboratory work was conducted at LIMV. Field

experiments were conducted in two research centres located on

different climatic areas: La Libertad research centre located near

Villavicencio at 336 m a.s.l., with a mean temperature of 26°C and

an average annual rainfall of 3110 mm, and the TibaitatA research

centre located near Mosquera at 2640 m a.s.l. with a mean

temperature of 16°C (figure 1.2).

The study was started in 1986. Training and preliminary

experiments were conducted at the Centre for Tropical Veterinary

Medicine (CTVM) of the University of Edinburgh, as an introduction

to methods in chromatographic separation of proteinaceous materials

and in the skin test working with a laboratory model (figure 1.3).

On arrival in Colombia, it was necessary to set up a laboratory

colony of microplus free of haemoparasites, which provided ticks

in large quantities for larval extracts and standardized vials for

artificial infestations. This work was done at La Libertad and later
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Figure 1.2.- Location of: La Libertad research centre on the western
plains (Llanos) of Colombia, TibaitatA research centre and LIMV
central laboratory in the BogotA plateau.
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Figure 1.3. General chronology of the experiments conducted from
March 1986 to February 1989 to study the resistance to the tick
Boophilus microplus on cattle in Colombia, and the use of a
skin test to select resistant animals. Experiments were
conducted either at the Centre for Tropical Veterinary Medicine
(CTVM) in Edinburgh, or at different locations of the Institute
Colombiano Agropecuario (ICA) in Colombia.
Rapp = Rhipicephalus appendiculatus
Boom = Boophilus microplus
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on moved to LIMV. Two field experiments evaluated proteinaceous

materials from microplus produced at CTVM; the first tested these

antigens and the second tested the changes in reactivity associated

with the acquisition of resistance in yearlings (chapters six and

seven). Materials produced at LIMV were then evaluated in 60 animals

at La Libertad, where a final experiment was conducted in 1988

(chapters eight and nine). In all the experiments that used cattle

during this project, difficulties were faced in the acquisition and

handling of experimental animals. This resource constituted a

limiting factor in the design of the experiments. Groups of cattle

were borrowed for different periods of time from the livestock

research programmes of the same institution.

Finally on return to Edinburgh in 1988, sera and proteinaceous

materials were brought to produce an ELISA test for the analysis of

antibodies to tick antigens and to analyse the antigens contained in

those mixtures using Western blotting. The standardization of these

techniques at LIMV had been initially contemplated but the idea was

abandoned because of deficiencies in reagents and equipment.



CHAPTER TWO:

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1.- TICKS AND TICK-BORNE DISEASES.

2.1.1.- Preliminary remarks.

Ticks and tick-borne diseases are of importance to humans and

livestock throughout the world (Balashov, 1972). Ticks cause direct

losses through tick worry, toxicosis and hide damage and indirect

losses as vectors of a number of major disease causing organisms

(Dolan, 1988). Boophilus microplus is a particularly important

parasite of cattle in Australia, Asia, Central and South America and

Africa (Bennett and Wharton, 1968).

Economic losses due to B^ microplus infestations have been

estimated to be around US $7/head/year (Anonymous, 1984). This

figure includes direct and indirect losses and the cost of control.

For beef cattle, it has been stated that 1 kg of liveweight gain is

lost per 1400 ticks infesting one animal in one year (Sutherst,

Norton and Maywald, 1980), but it has been highlighted how losses in

productivity are more pronounced when European breeds of cattle are

raised in tropical environments (De Alba, 1977; Frisch, 1981).

Various diseases are transmitted by IL microplus, namely

Babesia bovis, B. bigemina and Anaplasma marginale. However, in

areas permanently infested with ticks, deaths are minimal and the

infection itself does not appear to cause significant production

loss, because these parasites have characteristics which allow the

populations of disease organisms to reach a stable situation,
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without normally causing clinical symptoms to their host. This

phenomenom named enzootic stability, has been exhaustively studied

for bovine babesiosis (Mahoney, 1974; Dallwitz et al., 1986), and

although the transmission of anaplasmosis has different features

than that of babesiosis, the concept of enzootic stability is

considered also valid for this entity (Paull et al., 1980; Dallwitz

et al., 1986).

Enzootic stability of babesiosis in an environment is a

condition in which there is a high percentage of infected cattle but

very rare occurrence of clinical disease. This relationship, that

requires a high transmission rate of the parasite and consequently a

relative abundance of ticks, is maintained by the infection of all

calves before nine months of age. If infected then, calves will show

no signs of clinical disease because of an age related innate

resistance that is reinforced by passive maternal immunity (Mahoney,

1974). After this, calves acquire a solid resistance that is

maintained in adult cattle by continuous reinfections with the

parasite.

In regions marginal for tick survival, or where the population

of ticks has been artificially reduced, this balance is not

maintained, because not all calves acquire the infection with

babesia before the nine months age. A proportion of susceptible

adult cattle is thus created, and if exposed to infected ticks will

develop clinical disease. This condition is considered as enzootic

instability, in which the clinical disease is periodically apparent,

coincidently with increases in the tick population due to climatic

factors or to failures in tick control (Mahoney, 1974). In this way,
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an intense control of ticks could change a stable situation into

unstable with risk of occurrence of clinical cases of tick fever. It

has been suggested that situations potentially unstable for

babesiosis would develop more readily in Bos indicus herds (Hahoney,

1980).

The control of ticks and tick-borne diseases has relied on the

use of acaricides, either in dips or sprays, for the last 80 years,

but the development of resistance to many acaricides has created

problems in this approach (Dolan, 1988). The cost of the acaricides

and the infrastructure required for their application reduce

profitability of cattle rearing (De Alba, 1977), and acaricides

cause toxic problems with toxic residues in cattle and the

environment.

Alternative measures using biological control such as pasture

spelling, and the use of tick resistant cattle (Wharton et al.,

1969), have been recommended to reduce the reliance in the use of

acaricides. It has been demonstrated that a combination of these

methods with the application of acaricides, under an integrated pest

control approach, is the more economic alternative for control under

the majority of situations (Norton, Sutherst and Haywald, 1983).

Host resistance is seen as an essential basis for any integrated

control approach. In recent years the enhancement of host resistance

by immunization has received a great deal of attention and

successful immunization of cattle against B^ microplus has been

reported (Johnston, Kemp and Pearson, 1986; Opdebeeck et al., 1988).

In Colombia, the economic impact of the haemoparasitic diseases

on the productivity of herds maintained in the tick infested areas

has not been determined, but reports of outbreaks of tick fever, are
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usually associated with movement of animals from the tick free to

the tick infested regions of the country. Economic losses due to the

tick and tick-borne diseases in Colombia have been estimated to be

around US $17 million annually (Cardenas, 1987).

2.1.2.- Control of ticks in Latin America.

Chemical control is the main form of tick control used in Latin

America, and was initiated at the beginning of the century with

arsenic compounds (Patarroyo and Costa, 1980). Eradication campaigns

for microplus have been attempted in Argentina since 1938

(Mangold et al_., 1986) and in Mexico since 1960 (Woodham et al.,

1983), but a tick free situation is difficult to maintain because of

the appearance of strains of ticks showing resistance to acaricides.

In Brazil, resistance to organophosphorus acaricides in |L_ microplus

ticks has been documented (Patarroyo and Costa, 1980). The Mexican

eradication campaign from 1975 to 1980 cost more than US $294

million (Woodham et al., 1983).

The use of cattle resistant to infestation with the tick

(2.2.1) B^ microplus has been highlighted as an alternative for tick

control in Latin America, with the purpose of co-existing with the

tick so reducing both the costs of cattle production and reliance on

use of acaricides for tick control (De Alba, 1977). In this way the

Criollo cattle (Bos taurus cattle of Spanish origin and adapted to

tropical environment) constitutes a genetic resource for these

purposes (De Alba, 1981).

Few studies have been conducted to study the susceptibility or

resistance to the tick of these native breeds. In Argentina, Mangold
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et al. (1986) studied the distribution of tick counts in Hereford,

Criollo and Nellore heifers. Lower tick burdens were found on the

Nellore group and intermediate levels of infestation were observed

on the Criollo group, but the differences were not significant in

all the seasons evaluated. Acquisition of resistance to EL microplus

has been described in Holstein cattle under Cuban conditions (De la

Vega, Guerrero and Diaz, 1980). Under those tropical conditions they

indicated that the resistance markedly decreases if a poor diet is

supplied and increases on improving the nutritional status of the

animal.

In Latin America and particularly in Colombia, various efforts

have been made to explain the annual cycle of B^ microplus under

tropical and subtropical conditions. In Paraguay, highest tick

counts were recorded during August to October (Quinlan, Scarone and

Laneri, 1980), and the limiting factors were stated to be high

temperatures during summer and water relations. In a study in a

well-drained savanna in the eastern plains of Colombia (Aycardi et

al., 1984), increases in the tick burdens in animals grazing

Brachiaria decumbens were observed towards the middle of the rainy

season (August). It was very prominent then, that two of the 16

experimental heifers carried consistently higher tick loads. The

fact that a small proportion of the herd carry the majority of ticks

is well recognized (Sutherst and Utech, 1981), and is a

manifestation of a skewed distribution of host resistance in the

population. This indicates the importance of resistant animals in

controlling the whole population of the tick, this is discussed

below (2.3.4).
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More recent reports about the fluctuations in the populations

of EL microplus ticks in various breeds of cattle in the Brazilian

savanna (Gomes et al., 1989), described the occurrence of three

annual peaks on tick populations, in February, Hay and September. In

that area the dry season occurs from April to September and Nellore

cattle carried significantly fewer ticks throughout the study.

Fluctuations of tick populations on a mixed herd containing

European, Criollo and Zebu cattle in the eastern savannas of

Colombia have been reported (Benavides, Villar and Gonzalez. 1988).

In this location a marked seasonal pattern was described with a

first peak occurring at the end of the dry season (February-April)

and a second peak being evident at the end of the rainy season

(September-December). It was suggested in this study that the

nutritional stress that occurs during the dry season causes losses

in the levels of resistance to the tick, which is a factor that

regulates tick populations in the area of study.

2.2.- RESISTANCE TO TICKS.

2.2.1.- Definition.

Integrated control methods against B^_ microplus have been

reported (Norton, Sutherst and Maywald, 1983). These methods include

three major options for improved tick control: to improve the

chemical control, to reduce the host-finding rate and to increase

host resistance. This last approach to tick control is based on the

use of cattle which are resistant to infestation with the tick IL

microplus (Wharton, Utech and Turner, 1970).

Resistance in wide terms can be defined as the capacity of the
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host to impose limitations upon the parasite at any stage of its

relationship with the host (Wakelin, 1978). These attributes can be

both innate and acquired. On the other hand, susceptibility implies

that the host provides an appropriate environment for the

establishment, development and maturation of the parasite. These two

concepts will be referred to in the context of this work as

antonyms.

In the case of B^ microplus ticks and cattle, resistance has

been referred to as the ability of cattle to limit the number of

ticks that survive to maturity (Utech, Wharton and Kerr, 1978). This

resistance generally has been associated with immunity, requiring

previous exposure to the parasites in order to be expressed

(Wagland, 1978a). Alternatively, the occurrence of innate resistance

has been claimed. Factors related with this resistance include the

thickness and the structure of the hide (Bonsma, 1981; Wagland

1978b) and the follicle depth (Wilkinson, 1962).

2.2.2.- Mechanisms of resistance to B. microplus in cattle.

The main expression of resistance to B^ microplus in Bos taurus

(European cattle) is the rejection of larvae at the time of

attachment (Roberts, 1968), but resistance is also expresed against

other instars during moulting and reattachment. The weights at

engorgement of female ticks are reduced and the length of feeding is

increased on animals displaying resistance (Wagland, 1975).

The production of strong cutaneous reactions at tick attachment

sites on resistant animals, were described by Riek, (1962). Those

reactions were characterized by intense infiltration of the dermis
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by eosinophils, other polymorphonuclear cells and lymphocytes

forming distinct pustules around the mouthparts of the tick. In

addition, Schleger et al. (1976) described eosinophil accumulation

and mast cell degranulation at attachment sites in highly resistant

animals. These reactions were less pronounced in animals of low

resistance and almost absent in unexposed animals. These findings

lead to the conclusion that an immediate hypersensitivity reaction

was important in the rejection reaction (Wikel and Allen, 1982). All

the immunological terms are as defined by Roitt, Brostoff and Male

(1985).

It has been suggested that this hypersensitivity reaction

produces an increase in the grooming activity in resistant animals,

which causes a decrease in the tick burden (Hewetson and Nolan,

1968). In addition, histamine itself has a direct effect on the tick

attachment behaviour (Kemp and Bourne, 1980).

The hypersensitivity reactions are directed to components of

the saliva of the tick. Geczy et al. (1971) described immediate

inflammatory reactions to the injection of whole saliva on tick

exposed cattle, and indicated that saliva contains a macromolecule

with esterase activity. Schleger and Lincoln (1976) described the

deposition in the dermis of an esterase, 4 hours after the

attachment of larvae on susceptible cattle. On the other hand,

various proteinaceous components with allergenic activity in animals

exposed to the tick have been separated from unfed ticks and some

have been highly purified (Willadsen and Williams 1976; Willadsen et

al., 1978; Willadsen and Riding, 1979).

When the so called Allergen 1 and Allergen 2 were tested in
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cattle with differing degrees of resistance, the sensitivity to the

allergens were correlated with the level of resistance (Willadsen et

al., 1978). These reactions were shown to be immunoglobulin E (IgE)

specific as demonstrated by their capacity to be transmitted

passively by sera, producing Prausnitz-Kustner reactions on

recipient calves.

Other factors influencing these hypersensitivity reactions have

been studied (Willadsen, 1980b). The total amount of histamine in

the skin and serum levels of antibodies to one allergen, correlated

with resistance, suggesting that a major factor influencing the

hypersensitivity reactions is the amount of mast cell bound specific

IgE. Furthermore Hales et al. (1981) observed greatly increased skin

capillary blood flow in cattle exposed to |L microplus larvae and

the degree of hyperaemia was directly related to the level of tick

resistance.

Production of antibodies to the infestation with microplus

have been described. Brossard (1976) reported the presence of

antibody responses against B^ microplus salivary antigens, that were

detected using the indirect immunofluorescent technique. He also

demonstrated that the immune bovine sera contains two precipitating

systems to those antigens, and that rabbits immunized with salivary

glands produced up to seven precipitating systems. He finally

indicated that the presence of antibodies was associated with

protection (resistance). On the other hand, the production of

antibodies directed against phosphomonoesterases of B^ microplus

larvae in cattle after exposure to the tick has been described

(Reich and Zorzopulos, 1980).
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2.2.3.- Mechanisms of resistance to other species of ticks.

The immunological basis of host resistance in laboratory

animals has been widely studied. It is currently believed that

antibody, cell mediated and complement-dependent immune effector

mechanisms are active in the expression of acquired resistance to

tick infestation (Wikel and Whelen, 1986). The role of vasoactive

amines in host rejection of ticks, has also been highlighted (Wikel,

1982). A delayed cell mediated reactivity appears to be a more

important mechanism for the expression of resistance. Gregson (1970)

demonstrated in himself a hypersensitivity reaction and response of

sensitized lymphocytes to cement and saliva of the tick Dermacentor

andersoni. Cell mediated immune components have been described in

the resistance to andersoni in guinea pigs (Wikel, Graham and

Allen, 1978). They demonstrated that peak lymphocyte in vitro

responsiveness to salivary antigens occurred 24 hours after the

initiation of a second larval infestation. This responsiveness was

associated with a large number of basophils being attracted to the

tick attachment site.

Accumulations of basophils have been observed at attachment

sites of many tick species on different hosts including: Amblyomma

americanum in guinea pigs, (Brown and Knapp, 1980), Rhipicephalus

appendiculatus in guinea pigs, (He Laren, Worms and Askenase,

1983), Hyalomma anatolicum anatolicum in rabbits, (Gill and Walker,

1985), and A^ americanum in cattle, (Brown, Barker and Askenase,

1984). On the other hand, histological changes in sensitized hosts

have been described for appendiculatus in cattle, (Fivaz, Norval

and Brown, 1984; Walker and Fletcher, 1986). These changes were
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characterized for epidermal vesiculation and infiltration of the

dermis by eosinophils and neutrophils.

A similar pattern of changes was observed for anatolicum

anatolicum in cattle, (Gill, 1986), but he described that the number

of basophils increased as the feeding advanced. Conversely for B.

microplus in immune cattle eosinophils were the primary cells found

at tick attachment sites (Amin-Babjee and Riek, 1986), but

neutrophils and basophils demonstrated an increase in numbers after

the sixth repeated infestation. They also described oedematous

epidermal lesions that were vacated by larvae. In those lesions

neutrophils were predominant, but eosinophils and basophils were

found in substantial numbers. This indicates that the immune

reactions observed on different tick-host relationships bear common

immediate and delayed rejection mechanisms but that they are

expressed with different intensities in each interaction.

Finally, it has been suggested that tick infestation impairs

the host immune competence in spite of the expression of resistance

(Wikel and Whelen, 1986). They hypothesised that this impaired host

immune competence could facilitate tick feeding and transmission of

vector borne pathogens. However, Callow and Stewart (1980) did not

observe increased frequency of parasitaemia with B^ bovis in cattle

parasitized with microplus, but described a reciprocal effect of

babesiosis on resistance to the tick.

2.3.- TICK CONTROL USING RESISTANT ANIMALS.

2.3.1.- Measurement of resistance.
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The resistance of cattle to the tick that has been acquired

after repeated exposure is generally measured by counting the number

of female ticks 4.5 to 8.0 mm in length (standard ticks) on one or

both sides of the animal (Wharton and Utech, 1970). Ticks of this

size will detach and drop from the cattle during the following day.

This method can be used to estimate field populations of ticks, to

rank a group of cattle in relation to their tick burdens. This

procedure is termed ranking and requires standardized conditions

for the animals being compared to take account of the host and

environmental conditions affecting resistance (Sutherst and Utech,

1981). The accuracy of this method has proved acceptable under

medium and high stocking rates, but the repeatibility of these

rankings under field conditions of low stocking rates, requires

investigation (Sutherst and Utech, 1981).

Under experimental or stall conditions, the assessment of

resistance is made by calculating the yield of mature female ticks

as a ratio of a number of larvae artificially applied, which

generally is 20,000 larvae (the equivalent to 1 g of eggs). Female

ticks produced are counted on days 18 to 22 after the cattle were

infested on day 0 (Utech, Seifert and Wharton, 1978). This

measurement of resistance is known as rating. Approximate ratings

can be made by reducing the number of days on which ticks are

counted and this is sufficiently accurate for most commercial

conditions (Sutherst and Utech, 1981).

The artificial infestation method has the limitation of

requiring a tick free period before ticks are applied to the cattle

(Utech, Seifert and Wharton, 1978), but it has been demonstrated

under practical selection programmes, that the use of tick free
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pastures is not essential, and that the counting can be restricted

to one or two days following one infestation (Seifert, 1984).

2.3.2.- Factors affecting tick numbers in the field.

In general terms, the study of the fluctuations that occur in

each of the different stages of the life cycle of the tick B.

microplus, can be divided into three components: a. Developmental

phases in vegetation (non-parasitic), b. Host finding process, and

c. The parasitic phase (Sutherst, Wharton and Utech, 1978).

For the non-parasitic phases, briefly, the major mortality

factors known for ticks are extremes of temperature and desiccation

(Sutherst, Wharton and Utech, 1978). On the other hand, all the

population processes which include the fecundity of detached female

ticks, the egg development and survival and the larval survival are

mainly affected by the temperature and the moisture provided by the

microclimate created for any particular pasture in an environment

(Harley, 1966). That microclimate is affected by the different

seasons that occur at different locations (Norton, Sutherst and

haywald, 1983).

The host-finding process is mainly affected by the cattle

density and movement. The host density is regulated by the quantity

and quality of the pasture, which is affected by the weather and

also by managerial activities like pasture spelling or rotation used

to control ticks. The movement or host grazing behaviour is affected

by the cattle breed and by the host density and the weather

(Sutherst, Wharton and Utech, 1978).
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2.3.3.- Effects of the use of resistant animals on tick

populations.

A multiplicity of factors are known to be responsible for the

fluctuations in numbers of ticks that complete their cycle on cattle

(Sutherst, Wharton and Utech, 1978). Of these, there are factors

related to the animal, to the quantity and quality of the pasture

and to the season.

One of the major factors affecting the parasitic phase of the

cattle tick is the susceptibility of the host. The susceptibility of

a host is given by the proportion of attaching ticks which feed

successfully on it and is the converse of host resistance (Sutherst,

Wharton & Utech, 1978). This susceptibility can be directly measured

using methods of artificial infestation and varies from 0 on

unfavourable species up to values of 0.20 in some breeds of European

type cattle (Sutherst and Utech, 1981).

Long term population studies of B^ microplus on cattle of

different levels of resistance have been conducted in Australia,

using untreated animals (Sutherst et al., 1979). Lower tick counts

were observed on a herd selected for resistance to the tick but

important fluctuations were observed according the season, the year

and the reproductive status of the animals. That indicated that the

level of susceptibility to the tick partly determines the

equilibrium population sizes of ticks in a given environment.

The effect on the whole population of the tick microplus of

the use of resistant animals as an alternative for tick control has

been studied using a modelling approach (Sutherst, Norton and

Maywald, 1980; Norton, Sutherst and Maywald, 1983). Under the
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conditions prevalent in Southern Queensland, taking into account the

seasonal variations in tick yield, the effect of specific levels of

resistance on tick numbers was assessed. The value of resistant

animals in controlling tick numbers was more marked in the autumn.

It was demonstrated that as resistance declines, tick numbers and

losses in liveweight increase exponentially (Sutherst, Norton and

Maywald, 1980).

Host resistance has been claimed to be an essential basis for

any integrated control approach for ticks. Selective breeding,

culling animals with low tick resistance and supplementary feeding,

have been discussed as possible ways to increase host resistance in

animal populations. (Norton, Sutherst and Haywald, 1983). The change

to Zebu-cross cattle is seen as a prerequisite to long-term

improvement in tick control (Sutherst and Utech, 1981).

2.3.4.- Factors affecting resistance.

The first and most known factor affecting resistance to the

tick is the exposure to a sufficient tick challenge. After this,

cattle acquire a characteristic general level of resistance that is

associated with the breed type of the animals (Hewetson and Nolan,

1968; Wagland, 1975; Utech, Wharton and Kerr, 1978).

It is well known that cattle of British breeds (Bos taurus)

have a greater susceptibility to the tick than do Zebu breeds (Bos

indicus) (Riek, 1962), but individuals with high resistance occur in

all breeds (Wharton et al., 1969). In a study conducted in

Queensland (Utech, Wharton and Kerr, 1978), animals were ranked

based on the estimation of the percentages of infesting larvae which
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failed to reach maturity. Cattle were classified into those of high

(>98%), moderate (95-98%), low (90-95%) and very low resistance

(<90%). The proportion of highly resistant cattle in the various

dairy breeds were: Jersey, 70%; Australian Illawarra Shorthorn

(AIS), < 10% and Friesians, < 10%. In the beef breeds the

proportions of highly resistant cattle were: Brahman x AIS, 65%;

Droughtmaster, 52%; Santa Gertrudis, 36%; Bradford 31%; Hereford x

Shorthorn (HS), 3%; Shorthorn, 0% and Hereford, 0%.

Many other factors are known to reduce temporarily the

resistance of cattle to ticks. These factors can be divided into

those related to the effect of the environment (mainly nutrition),

and those related to the physiology of the host (Bennett and

Wharton, 1968). Changes in the level of resistance according to the

time of the year have been well documented under Australian

conditions. To start, Bennett and Wharton (1968), described

differences in the tick yield of stalled animals, with higher yields

of ticks in summer than in winter. Later, Wharton, Utech and Turner

(1970), described the specific effect of the season on the

expression of resistance and stated that the discrimination between

animals on the basis of resistance was more reliable in summer than

in winter.

Some of these seasonal effects have been attributed to

nutrition. The breakdown of the resistance to the tick due to

malnutrition and the consequent loss of body weight has been

described (0*Kelly and Seifert, 1969), which was also suggested by

Wharton, Utech and Turner (1970) as a component of the seasonal

fluctuation of resistance. That finding was later confirmed by
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O'Kelly and Seifert (1970), who indicated that the percentage yield

of mature ticks was about three times greater in animals on low-

quality than on high-quality feed.

More recently, Sutherst et al. (1983b) demonstrated that

resistance varies with season, at least under Australian conditions,

not only as a result of changes in the nutritional composition of

the pasture, but also as a host physiological response to shortening

photoperiod. They demonstrated that up to five times as many ticks

survived in autumn-winter (March-July) on animals grazing native

pastures as in spring-summer. But on animals nutritionally

supplemented, the differences in tick yield on both seasons was 2-3

times. They demonstrated a spontaneous recovery of resistance by

July and indicated that the nutritional stress accentuates the loss

of resistance and delays its recovery.

Changes in the level of resistance, related to the physiology

of the host are mainly those related to pregnancy and lactation, sex

and age (Sutherst and Utech, 1981), but their specific effect

appears to be regulated by nutrition and environmentally regulated

factors. Seifert (1971) described higher tick burdens on males than

on females, and on European cattle described up to 6.8 times higher

tick burdens on lactating than on dry cows, but such an effect was

not evident in Zebu cross cows. At the same time, Johnston and

Haydock (1971) reported no effect of lactation or pregnancy on

European and Zebu crossbred cattle in the tropics.

In more recent studies it has been demonstrated that pregnant

cows were significantly less resistant than non-pregnant cows, and

that lactating cows were very much less resistant than non-lactating

cows (Utech, Seifert and Wharton, 1978). In long-term population
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studies it has been shown (Sutherst et al., 1979), that the

resistance of the herds, measured by artificial infestations with

larvae, increased during the first 3 years, but declined after the

cattle began breeding and fluctuated from year to year.

Finally, it has been recommended that when attempting selection

of resistant cattle, the animals on which selections are to be made

should have had similar management to reduce environmental effects

(Seifert, 1984). He also stated that selection within different

classes of stock, such as lactating and non-lactating cows, is a

practical method of accounting for the fixed effects related with

the physiological status of the animal.

2.4.- GENETIC ASPECTS OF RESISTANCE.

2.4.1.- Heritability.

The inheritance of resistance to the tick microplus has been

widely studied and many attempts have been made to relate it to

various genetic characteristics of cattle. It is now widely accepted

that a wide range of resistance occurs in all breeds of cattle. The

resistance is associated primarily with Zebu cattle and their

crosses with European breeds (Wharton, 1976), but resistance is also

present in some European cattle individuals. What follows is a

chronological summary of the reported findings on both breed groups.

Hewetson (1968), studied the inheritance of resistance to

experimental infestations in 59 quarter-breed Zebu steers, and

described a heritability of 28% at the fourth infestation, which

increased to 42% at the fifth infestation. Later, heritability based
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on single tick counts, was assessed in a herd of MS cattle

(Wharton, Utech and Turner, 1970). These estimates were of 39% from

dam-calf correlations and 49% from full-sib correlations, and the

estimates based on summer counts were 42 and 64% respectively. They

stated that the heritability was high enough to provide strong

encouragement for selecting for tick resistance.

Seifert (1971) studied the tick burdens from field infestations

on crossbred Zebu x European cattle. He described that the estimates

of heritability in the European cattle were non significant and

inconclusive. In the Zebu crossbreds, he described that there was

little heritable variation in F1 cattle, but that in subsequent

generations the heritability was estimated to be 82%, suggesting

that the resistance in pure Zebus was dominant.

Hore recently, Utech, Wharton and Kerr (1978) indicated that

the selection of resistant cattle in European x Zebu breeds could be

achieved by culling the 20% of cattle which are below the 95% level

of resistance. They stated that resistance levels below 95% were

unsatisfactory for tick control using resistant cattle.

Contemporarily, the tick burdens on untreated cattle selected for

different levels of tick resistance were studied (Sutherst et al.,

1979). They showed that the tick counts on the calves up to weaning

were not correlated with concurrent counts on their dams, suggesting

that their long term resistance had not been established up to

weaning.

2.4.2.- Creation of tick resistant breeds of cattle.

Based on the above described inheritances of the resistance to
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the tick, the breeding for resistance in a herd of European (AIS)

and European x Zebu (Brahman x AIS) was carried out (Utech and

Wharton, 1982). In the AIS herd, using initially strong culling

rates (50%), they demonstrated that the selection and breeding of

the cows and bulls resulted in genetic improvement in the resistance

of the progeny. However, this procedure required 15 years (3 to 4

generations) to produce offspring of similar resistance to Bos

indicus x Bos taurus crossbred cattle. Hilk production tests on

heifers in the AIS herds, indicated that selection for tick

resistance did not select against milk production. In the crossbred

herd, a high degree of resistance was obtained by the selection and

breeding for tick resistance. Only one generation was required to

produce the level of resistance achieved in the AIS herd.

Using these same principles, tick resistant dairy breeds have

been developed in Australia. The Australian Milking Zebu (AMZ)

(Hayman, 1974), and the Australian Friesian Sahiwal (AFS),

(Alexander, Reason and Clark, 1984; Alexander et al., 1984). In both

experiences different cross-breeding levels of Zebu and European

cattle were undertaken, using Sahiwal bulls and Jersey cows for the

AMZ or Friesian cows for the AFS.

In general, in both selection programmes, bulls from the F1

were bred with either European or Crossbred European x Zebu cows

selected for high milk production. The selection of sires used a

test for resistance to the tick and a progeny test based on the milk

production of their daughters. For the AMZ they were additionally

tested for heat tolerance. In the case of AFS, the animals should

have a minimum of 98% resistance to be allowed for the progeny test.
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2.4.3.- Negative aspects of selection for resistance and

genetic markers.

Today, it is widely accepted that the capacity of an animal to

display immunity and/or resistance to a pathogen is affected by

changing environmental stimuli (Kelley, 1985). On the other hand, it

is also accepted that the immune response while subjected to

environmental influence, is under genetic control. Based on this,

the selection of animals for improved immune response has been

claimed as beneficial. However, these traits have been generally

ignored by animal breeders (Wakelin, 1978; Warner, Meeker and

Rothschild, 1987).

The effect of various environmental factors on the resistance

to microplus on cattle has already been described. That knowledge

has lead to recommendations to avoid the selection of animals for

resistance to the tick at the times of the year when the general

condition of all the animals is lowered due to environmental factors

(Wharton, 1976; Holroyd and Stear, 1984). The selection of cattle

for maximum liveweight gain in the presence of ticks has been

suggested (Sutherst and Utech, 1981) as a useful procedure under the

above described conditions.

Frisch (1981), however has warned that due to the interactions

between level of resistance and plane of nutrition and sex, the

continued selection for tick resistance, may have the undesirable

effects of lowering both inherent growth rate and inherent

fertility. Under stressful conditions the animals depress their feed

intake (Frisch and Vercoe, 1978), and in many tropical areas the

plane of nutrition is restricted for a large part of the year.
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The selection for tick resistance, either directly or

indirectly, by selecting for growth rate in the presence of ticks

should favour animals of low growth potential, if they are subjected

to the above described conditions (Frisch, 1981). In other words, it

will be conducive to the selection of animals with a lower capacity

to be affected by a stressful environment. This could have the

undesirable consequence of limiting the capacity of an animal to

respond to future improvements in the plane of nutrition. He

suggested that selection should be directed towards factors of

resistance which are stable under environmental conditions rather

than at the expression of this resistance.

On the other hand, it has been suggested that the selection for

genetic disease resistance will require identification of specific

resistance genes or the identification of genetic markers linked to

resistance (Warner, Meeker and Rothschild, 1987). These markers for

selection of tick resistant cattle have been studied using different

approaches.

Francis and Ashton (1967), looking for a possible gene marker

in the selection of cattle for tick resistance, studied a group of

51 Droughtmaster and 12 Bos taurus cattle. They described a

significant association between the distribution of amylase genes

and tick burden in the Droughtmaster cattle, and a similar but not

significant association in the Bos taurus cattle. It was suggested

then that selection of animals carrying amylase type B would be

expected to produce an overall decrease in tick burden, but no

further reports were made on this aspect.

Various characteristics of the skin have been claimed as useful
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tools for selecting tick-repellent cattle (Bonsma, 1981). These

could be related to the finding of more arteriovenous anastomoses in

the skin of animals with high resistance to microplus (Schleger,

Lincoln and Bourne, 1981). No clear conclusions have been reported

for the selection of animals using these characteristics.

The immediate hypersensitivity reactions . to the dermal

inoculation of proteins purified from larval extracts of B.

microplus ticks and the levels of specific agglutinating antibodies

have been correlated to the level of tick resistance in cattle

(Willadsen et al., 1978), but these findings have not been used for

selection purposes, apparently because these methods were developed

only to study the immune mechanisms of tick resistance in cattle,

and also because the association between skin hypersensitivity and

resistance to the tick was far from complete.

In recent years the relationship between tick resistance and

the major histocompatibility system (Roitt, Brostoff and Hale, 1985;

Warner, Meeker and Rothschild, 1987) has been studied (Stear et al.,

1984; Holroyd and Stear, 1984; Stear et al., 1989). Varying results

have been reported from calf groups analysed yearly, but one or two

antigens show encouraging relationships with either resistance or

susceptibility to the tick. It is interesting to note that the only

month in which significant associations between major

histocompatibility type and tick resistance have been found, is

July, when the mean and variances of tick numbers are lowest (Stear

et al., 1989).

It can be concluded that, although there are some major

histocompatibility antigens showing associations with tick

resistance, more work in this field is required improve in the
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understanding of the genetic basis of resistance. Finally, it has

been stated that the activity of the class II major

histocompatibility antigens (Ir genes) could be indirectly detected

by measuring antibody titres, plaque-forming cell responses and

delayed hypersensitivity reactions of the classical and cutaneous

basophil types (Wakelin, 1978). This encourages the use of skin

tests for the selection of animals for resistance to parasites.

2.5.- SKIN TEST TO SELECT ANIMALS RESISTANT TO THE TICK.

2.5.1.- History and principles of the skin test.

Skin tests have been used for many years for different

purposes. These have included: the aetiological diagnosis of

disease, for example in bovine tuberculosis and human

schistosomiasis; the immunological classification of individuals,

for example into atopic and non atopic-groups; and the test of the

immunological status of a patient, for example in immunodeficiency

diseases (Pepys, 1975; El Raziky et al., 1981; Radunz and Lepper,

1985).

Skin tests are based on hypersensitivity reactions. The term

hypersensitivity has been usually applied to an adaptive immune

response, which occurs in an exaggerated or inappropriate form,

causing tissue damage (Roitt, Brostoff and Hale, 1985).

Hypersensitivity is an individual characteristic and is manifested

on second or subsequent contact with a particular antigen.

Skin test reactions can be caused by immediate (type I), Arthus

(type III) and delayed (type IV) hypersensitivity reactions, which
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have characteristic features. The first two types are antibody

mediated and the last one is mediated by T cells and macrophages.

The different types of hypersensitivity do not necessarily occur in

isolation from each other (Roitt, Brostoff and Hale, 1985). It has

been stated (Pepys, 1975), that a full assessment of skin test

requires readings after an interval of 10-15 minutes, 5-6 hours and

24-48 hours, and also in some cases a further reading after several

weeks for the presence of granulomatous reactions.

Type I hypersensitivity occurs as a result of the release of

pharmacological mediators, such as histamine, by IgE-sensitized mast

cells. Immediate reactions develop within minutes, are maximal after

10-20 minutes and resolve within about 1 to 1 1/2 hours (Pepys,

1975), but a late phase that may last 24 hours has been described

(Roitt, Brostoff and Male, 1985). A remarkable characteristic of

this reaction is its capacity to be passively transferred to non-

sensitized individuals by sera of sensitized animals, the fact on

which the passive cutaneous anaphylaxis or Prausnitz-Kustner test is

based. Skin tests designed to study type I hypersensitivity, have

been mainly used to study allergic conditions both in humans (Pepys,

1975) and in animals (Black, 1979). However, diagnosis of parasitic

infections (hydatid cyst and visceral larva migrans) has been

attempted based on immediate hypersensitivity reactions to antigens

of respective parasites (Pepys, 1975).

Arthus (type III) hypersensitivity, is caused by the deposition

of immune complexes and the activation of the complement cascade.

Reactions develop several hours after skin testing, being maximal at

about 7 to 8 hours and resolving within 24 to 36 hours (Pepys,

1975). The reaction is characterized by infiltration of neutrophils
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and the intravascular clumping of platelets (Roitt, Brostoff and

Male, 1985). Complement activation is essential for this reaction to

develop, but Arthus reactivity can not be determined on gross

appearance alone (El Raziky et al., 1981).

Delayed (type IV) hypersensitivity reactions are those

reactions that cannot be transferred from one animal to another by

serum but can be transferred by T lymphocytes. Although the

classical example of type IV hypersensitivity is the tuberculin

reaction (Pepys, 1975), nowadays four types of delayed

hypersensitivity reaction are recognized. The first three of these,

the Jones-Mote reaction, contact hypersensitivity and tuberculin

type hypersensitivity, occur within 72 hours of antigen challenge.

The fourth type, granulomatous reactions develop over a period of

weeks (Roitt, Brostoff and Male, 1985).

The Jones-Mote reaction (cutaneous basophil hypersensitivity)

is maximal 24 hours after antigen challenge and is characterized by

infiltration of basophils, accompanied by lymphocytes and

mononuclear cells. Both contact and tuberculin type hypersensitivity

reactions are maximal at 48 hours and are characterized by

infiltration of mononuclear cells, but the first is predominantly an

epidermal reaction and the second a dermal reaction. The progression

from tuberculin-like to granulomatous reaction appears to depend on

the persistence of the antigen in the tissues (Roitt, Brostoff and

Male, 1985).

Skin tests based on delayed hypersensitivity have been used for

the diagnosis of many diseases including bacterial, viral,

rickettsial and fungal agents (Pepys, 1975), but the most
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extensively used in cattle has been the tuberculin test in

Mycobacterium bovis eradication programmes (Radunz and Lepper,

1985). In this test cattle are inoculated either in the caudal fold

or in the neck and the increases in skin thickness are measured 72

hours after injection.

2.5.2.- Hypersensitivity responses and tick infestation.

The topic has already been discussed for B^ microplus and

cattle (2.2.2). There is considerable evidence to indicate that the

reactions of immediate hypersensitivity are responsible for some of

the immunity to microplus, but it is unlikely to be the whole

cause (Willadsen, 1980a). Immediate and delayed hypersensitivity

reactions have been described in the literature as a manifestation

of immunity to ticks in various laboratory models.

Immediate responses to the inoculation of salivary antigens in

immune guinea pigs have been described for the tick A^ americanum

(Brown and Askenase, 1986). Type I reactions within 100 minutes of

injection have also been described for cattle and R^ appendiculatus

ticks (Fivaz, Norval and Brown, 1984). Using guinea pigs and D.

andersoni ticks, a typical cutaneous basophil hypersensitivity was

described to the dermal inoculation of salivary antigens (Wikel,

Graham and Allen, 1978). Calves exposed to the same tick gave

immediate and delayed reactions when skin tested with a salivary

antigen (Wikel and Osburn, 1982).

Immediate (30 minutes and 5 hours) and delayed (24 hours) skin

reactions to JL americanum antigens were recorded in calves exposed

to the tick (George, Osburn and Wikel, 1985), and finally delayed
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reactions (classical tuberculin) were described in rabbits immune to

Ixodes ricinus, challenged with salivary antigens of that tick

(Girardin and Brossard, 1985).

Most of the studies reviewed by now, have used the skin test to

study the mechanisms of the immune responses to the tick, but few

attempts have been made to use the skin test to discriminate between

immune or non-immune animals for selection purposes. Willadsen et

al. (1978) working with Ek microplus and cattle, skin tested various

herds of cattle, mainly to study the mechanisms of resistance. Using

the same principles, Binta and Cunningham (1984), assayed the use of

a skin test to identify cattle previously exposed to R.

appendiculatus ticks, and suggested that a quantitation of this test

could be used to measure the tick resistance status of cattle.

Very recently, reports have been made on the use of skin tests

to assess the status of tick resistance in cattle, using R.

appendiculatus salivary antigens (Smith et al., 1989; Walker and

Fletcher, 1989). In field trials, Smith et al. (1989), described

significant negative correlations between the intensity of the

reactions and the total number of the ticks Amblyomma variegatum, R.

appendiculatus, Hyalomma truncatum, Boophilus decoloratus and

Rhipicephalus spp. on the animals, based on the readings of delayed

hypersensitivity reactions. On the other hand, Walker and Fletcher

(1989), at laboratory level described correlation of the reactions

at 24 hours with resistance. The similarities and discrepancies of

these results with those obtained during this study will be raised

in the general discussion.



CHAPTER THREE:

GENERAL MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1.- LABORATORY COLONY OF THE TICK Boophilus microplus.

3.1.1.- Basic Colony.

The colony of Boophilus microplus maintained in the laboratory

of La Libertad research centre (Benavides et al■, 1988) was used as

the source of ticks for the different experiments conducted in

Colombia. The ticks originated from Zebu animals at the slaughter

house of Villavicencio in 1982 and had been maintained for at least

15 generations by feeding on Holstein calves infected with Anaplasma

marginale, Babesia bovis and Babesia bigemina, using techniques

similar to those described by Sutherst, Wharton and Utech (1978).

This infection with haemoparasites was not a deliberate procedure,

the host calves were raised in tick infested pastures and carried

subclinical infections.

The calves used for the maintenance of the parasitic stages of

the colony were individually kept in a cement floored stall (3x2 m),

that was enclosed by a fine mesh to prevent the entrance of flies.

No protective measure was used to prevent the detached ticks being

groomed off by the calves, but numbers produced were usually

sufficient to ignore this.

Two calves were used to maintain the colony and were infested

alternatively with larvae (usually 10,000) every two weeks. In the

productive weeks, naturally detached engorged females were collected

twice daily from the floor and walls of the stalls, carried to the
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laboratory where they were washed in tap water, and dried on

absorbent paper. They were then placed in plastic containers in

groups of about 100 females and allowed to oviposit. For this, ticks

were placed inside a sealed box, containing a saturated solution of

potassium nitrate to a relative humidity of aproximately 80%

(Solomon, 1951) and were maintained in an incubator at 28°C.

Two weeks after incubation, the eggs were separated from the

ticks (using brush and spatula) and glass tubes containing 0.5, 1.0,

2,0 and 5.0 g of larvae were prepared. It has been stated that one

gram of eggs produces approximately 20,000 larvae (Sutherst, Wharton

and Utech, 1978). The tubes were sealed with gauze and the eggs

allowed to hatch under the same conditions.

Since the beginning of this study the feeding performance of

the colony was monitored based on the records for each infestation

cycle of the yield of engorged females, the average weight of an

engorged female and the Index of Conversion Efficiency (ICE) (Davey

et al., 1980). To determine the last two parameters, on each day in

which engorged females dropped from the calves (days 19-23 after

infestation) 10 ticks were weighed and placed in a separate

container. Fourteen days after incubation the eggs produced were

weighed to calculate the ICE (ICE = egg mass weight g/weight females

g). For each feeding cycle an average of the daily values was

calculated (figure 3.1A). This provided quick information on the

viability of ticks to be used in the different experiments. After

repeated exposure, the donor calves acquired resistance to the tick,

impairing the numbers and viability of the ticks produced. In this

case the donor calves were changed as quickly as the supply of naive
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Figure 3.1. Feeding and ovipositing performance of engorged
Boophilus microplus females from three lines of a colony
maintained in the laboratory of La Libertad research centre at
Villavicencio (A and B) or at LIMV in Bogota. (C). In each line
of the colony, the number of engorged females produced in each
infestation cycle, their mean weight at engorgement and the
Index of Conversion Efficiency (ICE), calculated after 14 days
of incubation (ICE = egg mass weight g/weight females g), are
indicated. The arrows show the infestation cycles in which the
donor calves were treated to control haemoparasitic infection
(see text). A, identifies the original line of the colony, that
transmitted haemoparasites. B, corresponds to the second line
maintained on haemoparasite free calves and treated repeatedly.
C identifies the line of the colony fed on a haemoparasite free
calf maintained in an isolation unit at LIMV. The discontinuity
of the lines in the graph indicate the lack of ticks to measure
the parameter on that particular feeding cycle.
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animals allowed.

3.1.2.- Procedures to eliminate the infection with

haemoparasites from the tick colony.

During the course of this study, various experiments required

the use of IL microplus ticks not able to transmit the

haemoparasites Su marginale, bovis and B^ bigemina, which are

endemic in the area where the tick colony was maintained. The main

purposes of this haemoparasite free tick colony were: the

production of tick homogenates without haemoparasitic contaminant

proteins, for use on all the purification procedures (4.2.1) and

immunological tests (3.6.2); and the production of larvae to infest

cattle not protected from haemoparasites, in experiments conducted

in the tick-free area of the country (7.2.3).

The following were the procedures to clean the haemoparasitic

infection from the tick colony. The calf recipient for the original

colony (BLI) was treated with 20 mg/kg Diminazene (4,4'-

diamidinodiazoaminobenzene diaceturate: Ganaseg, Squibb, Colombia)

on days 12, 15, and 17 and with 20 mg/kg oxytetracycline

(Terramicina LA-200, Pfizer, Colombia) on days 15 and 18 post

infestation with ticks (Kuttler and Johnson, 1986; Rogers and

Dunster, 1984).

Engorged females resulting from this calf were allowed to

oviposit and the resulting larvae were used to infest a new pair of

calves imported from the tick-free area of the country. These calves

were kept in an adjacent enclosure, similar to that described above.

This line of the colony was given the code BLL (figure 3.IB). These
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animals were continuously monitored for haemoparasitic infection,

and treated as above if necessary. Problems were mainly with A.

marginale, apparently being transmitted by flies, which could not be

entirely precluded from the animal enclosures.

• This motivated the creation of a third line of colony at LIMV

in BogotA. There, the tick feeding on calves was performed with less

frequency. A calf from the tick free area of the country was used to

feed the ticks. This line was coded as BBL (figure 3.1C): It was

used as source of ticks in experiments that required haemoparasite

free ticks and in the production of the salivary gland homogenates.

3.1.3.- Determination of susceptibility to B. microplus ticks.

Susceptibility to the ticks was measured by counting the number

of female ticks 4.5 to 8.0 mm in length ("standard ticks") on the

entire animal (Wharton and Utech, 1970). These ticks burdens were

the result of either field or artificial infestations with larvae. A

gauge was used to facilitate the estimation of sizes of the standard

ticks and to train the staff to count ticks (Sutherst and Utech,

1981).

Artificial infestation with ticks was performed using methods

similar to those of Utech, Seifert and Wharton (1978). The tubes

containing the larvae were covered with gauze and tied to the chest

of the animals. The tubes were preferably located under the elbow

and left in place for at least two hours, whilst the animals were

restrained.

In experiments using large numbers of animals, the ticks for

artificial infestation were applied directly on the animals with the
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help of a brush whilst the animal was restrained in the cattle

crush. In the experiments described in chapters 6, 7 and 8, 10,000

larvae (0.5 grams of eggs) were used for the artificial

infestations, but in the final experiment (chapter nine) the number

of ticks applied were doubled to increase the reliability of the

estimations (Utech, Seifert and Wharton, 1978).

The numbers of ticks surviving to maturity after the artificial

infestations were counted from days 19 to 24. However, in the

experiment described in chapter six, the tick counts were performed

only on days 18, 19 and 20 after infestation due to managerial

limitations for the animals. It has been stated that reducing the

number of counts does not reduce the accuracy of the test (Sutherst

and Utech, 1981).

The levels of susceptibility were calculated as the percentage

of larval ticks that succeeded to mature as engorged females

assuming a 1:1 sex ratio. (Utech, Seifert and Wharton, 1978).

3.2.- PROTEIN ESTIMATION.

The methods for quantitation of the protein content in

solutions of tick-derived proteinaceous materials, changed according

to the place of study. Whilst at the CTVH in Edinburgh, a commercial

reagent using the bicinchoninic acid method was used (BCA protein

assay reagent, Pierce & Warriner Ltd., U.K.). In Colombia, the

method of Lowry et al., (1951) was used at first, but proved to be

laborious and inaccurate when determining protein at low

concentration (under 500 /Ug protein/ml). Methods for the

quantitation of microgram amounts of protein were then adapted to
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the equipment available in the laboratory (Spectronic-20; Bausch &

Lomb Ltd.).

3.2.1.- The Bradford protein assay method.

The protein-dye binding assay described by Bradford (1976) was

used. The protein reagent was a solution of 0.01% (w/v) coomassie

brilliant blue G-250 (Sigma Chemical Co., USA), 4.7% (w/v) ethanol

and 8.5% (w/v) phosphoric acid in distilled water. The sample volume

was 0.1 ml and 5 ml of reagent were used. Absorbance was measured

immediately at 595 nm. Figure 3.2A illustrates a typical calibration

curve using bovine serum albumin. A new curve was calculated for

each stock of reagent.

3.2.2.- The Bearden protein assay method.

For samples containing protein at low concentration (under 100

Aig/ml), the method described by Bearden (1978) was adapted to the

laboratory facilities. The protein reagent was a solution of 0.02%

(w/v) coomassie brilliant blue G-250 and 17% (w/v) phosphoric acid

in distilled water. Equal amounts of sample and reagent were used.

For each sample the absorbance was recorded independently at

465 nm and at 595 nm using as a blank an equal-part mixture of the

protein reagent and the buffer in which the proteins were dissolved.

The differences between the readings at both wavelengths were

calculated by subtracting the reading at 465 nm from the reading at

595 nm. When the absorbance at 465 nm of the sample was found to be

below to that of the blank the position of sample and the blank were

reversed and the absorbance at 465 nm was added to the reading at
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Figure 3.2. Calibration curves to estimate the protein concentration
in microgram quantities using two different protein-dye
(coomassie brilliant blue G-250) assays. Bovine serum albumin
diluted in PBS was used to calculated the curves. Method A

(Bradford, 1976) was used to determine protein concentrations
ranging between 100 - 1500 micrograms/ml. It used 0.1 ml of
sample and 5 ml of reagent and was measured for optical density
at 595 nm. Method B (Bearden, 1978) was used to determine
protein concentrations ranging between 1 - 100 micrograms/ml.
It used either 1.5 or 2.0 ml of both sample and reagent for
which both curves are presented. The optical density against
the blank was measured at two different wavelenghts and their
differences used to plot the graph.
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595 nm. Figure 3.2B illustrates the calibration curves using either

1.5 or 2,0 ml sample volumes.

3.3.- PREPARATION OF SALIVARY GLAND HOHOGENATES FROM FEMALE

TICKS.

3.3.1.- Dissection of salivary glands.

The procedure was similar for both, ZL_ microplus and R.

appendiculatus ticks. Adult female ticks were allowed to feed (on

rabbits for R^ appendiculatus or on calves for B^_ microplus) until

the second stage of feeding (Mwangi et ad., 1983 Wharton and Utech,

1970). Then they were removed from the hosts and immobilised with

their dorsal surface upward in paraffin wax in a Petri dish. The

ticks were then covered with a layer of cold PBS (Phosphate Buffered

Saline, see below). Using a scalpel blade and forceps, the dorsal

integument was removed under a stereoscopic dissecting microscope.

The gut diverticula covering the salivary glands were removed and

the glands dissected free of the tracheae and other tissues. The

salivary glands were then removed after severing the main ducts at

their anterior ends, and collected in cold PBS.

3.3.2.- Salivary gland homogenates (GSG).

The salivary glands were homogenized by hand in a glass tissue

grinder (Griffiths type) using PBS as diluent (20 pairs of salivary

glands/ml PBS). The resulting preparation was filtered twice through

a coarse glass fibre filter (millipore type prefilter). The protein

concentration was estimated and the resultant solution was stored at
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-20°C until required, or freeze dried as described in the respective

experiments.

3.3.3.- Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS).

Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS), 10 mM pH 7.0, was used as a

diluent for proteinaceous materials in the majority of experiments.

It was made of 3 mil sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate, 7 mil disodium

hydrogen orthophosphate and 127 mil sodium chloride. Solutions were

freshly prepared before use.

3.4.- POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS (SDS-PAGE).

3.4.1.- Separating gel.

Mixtures of proteins were separated by one dimensional

electrophoresis in Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) on gradient (7-20%)

polyacrylamide gels using the discontinuous buffer system of Laemmli

(1970). Gels used consisted of a 3 cm stacking gel (total

concentration acrylamide + bisacrylamide (T) = 4.5%, 0.1% SDS, 125

mM Tris/HCl pH 6.8) and a 19 cm resolving gel (T = 7-20%, 0.1% SDS,

375 mM Tris/HCl pH 8.8). The electrophoresis buffer was 25 mM Tris,

192 mM glycine and 0.1% SDS pH 8.3).

The samples to be separated were dissolved (1:1 v/v) in a

reducing solution (18 mM Tris, 30 mM EDTA, 5% SDS, 2.5%

Mercaptoethanol, 25% glycerol and a trace of 0.25% bromophenol

blue). They were then heated for five minutes at 100'C, cooled and

stored at -20°C until required. Electrophoresis was carried out at

100 volts until the bromophenol blue reached the end of the gel. All
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reagents used were analytical grade (Sigma Chemical Co., USA).

3.4.2.- Coomassie blue stain.

In order to visualise the protein bands after electrophoresis

the gels were stained with 0.1% (w/v) coomassie blue R-250 (Sigma

Chemical Co, USA) in destain solution (25% methanol, 10% glacial

acetic acid and 65% distilled water) at room temperature for 2-4

hours. Gels were destained overnight in the destain solution with

continuous shaking. Prior to photography, gels were immersed in

distilled water for one hour.

3.4.3.- Silver Stain.

For increased sensitivity, gels originally stained with

coomassie blue were first destained and then restained using

Morrissey's (1981) method for silver staining as follows. The

destained gels were incubated in 4% (v/v) glutaraldehyde (EM grade

25%) in 1.9% (w/v) sodium tetraborate solution for 15 minutes in a

fume cupboard with occasional shaking. The gels were washed in

distilled water (at least 3 x 20 minutes) and then incubated in 0.1%

(w/v) silver nitrate (Sigma Chemical Co., USA) for 30 minutes. The

gels were rinsed once with distilled water and twice with a

developer made of 50^ul of 37% formaldehyde in 100 mis of 3% (w/v)

sodium carbonate solution and then left to develop until the desired

colour was achieved (5-10 minutes). The reaction was stopped with 10

ml of 2.3 M citric acid, the gels were left in this for one hour and

then rinsed in distilled water three times. The gels were

photographed soon after developing.
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3.4.4.- Calculation of protein Molecular Weights.

Protein molecular weights were calculated by reference to the

mobilities of a mixture of low molecular weight calibration proteins

(Pharmacia Ltd, U.K.) which included phosphorylase b (94,000

daltons), albumin (67,000 daltons), ovalbumin (43,000 daltons),

carbonic anhydrase (30,000 daltons), trypsin inhibitor (20,100

daltons) and alpha-lactalbumin (14,400 daltons).

3.5.- IDENTIFICATION OF TICK ANTIGENS USING WESTERN BLOTTING.

Proteins separated by SDS-PAGE were electrophoretically

transferred onto nitrocellulose paper at 200 mA, 12 volts for 2

hours in blotting buffer (20 mil Tris/Glycine, pH 9.2 in 20%

methanol). When the transfer was complete, the track containing the

molecular weight markers was cut off and the proteins visualised by

staining in 0.1% amido black (Sigma Chemical Co., USA) in destain

solution to check transfer at this point. The rest of the

nitrocellulose paper (blot) was placed in blocking buffer (Tris 50

mM, sodium chloride 150 mM, EDTA 1 mM, Nonidet P-40 (Sigma

Chemical Co., USA) 0.005%, Gelatin 2.5%, Thimerosal 0.02%, pH 7.4)

for four hours to block non-specific protein binding sites on the

nitrocellulose paper. For blots using bovine sera, the blocking

buffer included 5% skimmed milk (Marvel, Carnation U.K.).

The blot was then incubated overnight in sera of immune animals

(either rabbits for experiments using appendiculatus antigens, or

cattle for experiments using B^ microplus antigens; these
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corresponded to the reference positive sera used in the ELISA test

described below) diluted 1:200 in blocking buffer. A control

containing non-immune sera was always included. The blot was then

washed in Tris buffered saline (TBS: Tris 20 mil, sodium chloride 500

mM, pH 7.5) with 0.05% Tween-20 over two hours, with a final wash in

TBS.

After the washings were completed the blots were incubated with

the appropriate horseradish peroxidase-conjugated second antibody

(Nordic Immunological Labs., The Netherlands) at a dilution of

1:2000 for the goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (GAR-IgG/PO) or at

1:1000 for the goat anti-bovine immunoglobulin G (GAB-IgG/PO) in

blocking buffer. After this, the blot was washed in seven changes of

TBS with 0.05% Tween-20 for 5 minutes each change and finally washed

twice in TBS to remove Tween-20.

The position of antigen-antibody complexes were detected by

incubating the blot in a substrate freshly made by adding 20 ml of

4C1N (4-chloro-l-naphthol (Sigma) dissolved at 3 mg/ml in ice cold

anhydrous methanol) to 100 ml TBS and 60 microlitres of 30% hydrogen

peroxide, until colour developed. The blot was finally rinsed in

purified water.

3.6.- ENZYHE-LINKED IHHUNOSORBENT ASSAY (ELISA).

The ELISA was used to study the production of anti-tick

antibodies in animals exposed to ticks in either of the two systems

studied; appendiculatus-rabbits or B^ microplus-cattle. An

indirect test for quantitation of antibody (Voller and de Savigny,

1981) was standardized for each tick-host system. In each of them, a
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salivary gland homogenate (GSG) from the respective tick species was

used as antigen.

3.6.1.- General protocol for the test.

The protocol was similar to that described by Njau and Nyindo

(1987). Microtiter plates (Immulon 2, Dynatech Labs., USA) were

coated overnight at 4°C with the appropriate amount of antigen

(3.6.2) diluted in carbonate-bicarbonate buffer pH 9.6 (15 mil sodium

carbonate, 35 mil sodium bicarbonate).

The antigen coated plates were later rinsed 3 times . for 3

minutes each, with washing solution (137 mil sodium chloride, 1 mil

potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate, 8 mil disodium hydrogen

orthophosphate, 3 mil potassium chloride and 0.05% Tween-20 pH 7.2)

and then the non-specific receptor sites were blocked by filling all

the wells with washing solution containing 0.3% (w/v) pig gelatin

(blocking buffer solution), and the plates incubated 2 hours at

25° C.

Samples of 180 ,ul of test sera appropriately diluted in

blocking solution were added to each well and incubated at 37°C for

30 minutes (control wells filled with blocking solution were

included in all the plates). The plates were then rinsed 3 times (as

above) with washing solution to remove unbound antibodies.

After this, 200 jul of the corresponding horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated antisera (conjugate) were placed in all wells and

incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. For the experiments using rabbit

sera, the conjugate was GAE-IgG/PO diluted at 1:4000 in blocking

solution (Fletcher J., personal communication. 1988). For
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experiments using bovine sera, the conjugate was GAB-IgG/PO diluted

at 1:1000 in blocking solution (Walker, Fletcher and Todd, 1989).

After incubation, the plates were washed as above and then all

the wells were filled with 200 jal of a freshly made solution of

chromogen and substrate. This solution was made by adding the

chromogen (10 mg Tetramethyl benzidine dissolved in 1 ml of dimethyl

sulphoxide) to 99 ml of 100 mM acetate-citrate buffer pH 6.0, and to

this the substrate (15 jul of hydrogen peroxide 30%) was added. The

plates were kept in darkness at 25°C for 30 minutes. After this the

reaction was stopped with 50 ^1 of 2 11 sulphuric acid added to each

well and the optical density was determined at 450 nm with an ELISA

plate reader (Titertek Multiskan, Flow labs., U.K.).

Absorbance values obtained on different days were corrected

with reference to a standard positive sera, this was included in all

the plates, using the following correction formulae (Voller and

Bidwell, 1986):

Abs. of sample x 0.8
Corrected Absorbance =

Abs. standard positive

3.6.2.- Concentration of antigen used in the ELISA test.

Experiments with rabbit sera used GSG from EL appendiculatus

females as antigen. The working concentration of antigen was that

reported by Walker, Fletcher and Todd (1989), which corresponded to

20 ng of protein/well. Experiments with bovine sera used GSG from B.

microplus females as antigen. The optimal concentration of this

antigen was determined after testing the responses of known positive

and negative sera (see below) diluted in two-fold serial dilutions
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starting at 1:200, on plates containing antigen in concentrations of

20, 40, 80 and 160 ng of protein/well (figure 3.3). Based on those

responses using the criteria suggested by Voller and Bidwell (1986)

and on considerations of economy of antigen, the 40 ng/well

concentration of antigen was chosen.

3.6.3.- Positive and negative reference sera and threshold cut¬

off for positive values.

Sera from rabbits exposed at least once to all instars of the

tick R^ appendiculatus were used as reference positive in

experiments using GSG from R^ appendiculatus. Sera from rabbits

naive to the tick were used as reference negative. With this tick

and host, the threshold value was calculated by reference to the

titration curve of a group of 10 negative sera. It was set at an

absorbance value of 0.3, the doubled value of the mean observed in

the group of negative sera at a dilution of 1:800, point at which

the titration for the negatives showed to approach the flat tail of

the sigmoid curve (Kurstak, 1985). The mean for the negative sera at

the dilution of 1:200 was 0.246.

In experiments with B^ microplus and cattle, the positive

standard sera were selected from those producing the highest

readings on preliminary tests using 70 ng antigen/well, on which,

sera from cattle repeatedly exposed to B^ microplus ticks and

displaying resistance were tested. Forty sera from healthy tick-

naive calves were used as negative controls. These sera were

collected from animals both at the Tibaitata research centre in

Bogota, or at CTVM in Edinburgh.
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Figure 3.3. Titration of known positive and negative sera to
determine the optimal concentration of antigen in an ELISA test
using a salivary gland homogenate from Boophilus microplus
females. The concentrations of antigen assayed were 20, 40, 80
and 160 ng protein per well, all included in the same plate.
Five repeats were studied. Sera were initially diluted to 1:200
(1) and then on two-fold steps up to 1:25,600 (2-8). The bound
antibodies were detected using GAB-IgG/PO and tetramethyl
benzidine as a chromogen. Optical density was measured at 450
nm. Vertical bars indicate standard errors.
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The threshold value was calculated again by reference to a

titration curve of the group of negative sera. A calf from this

group producing high readings, (outside the range of the mean + 3

standard deviations) was eliminated for the calculations. The

threshold value was set at an absorbance of 0.24 (mean + 2 standard

deviations at 1:800). The mean absorbance value for the bovine

negative sera at the lowest dilution (1:200) was 0.19.

3.6.4.- Calculation of endpoint titres using a reference curve.

The amount of specific antibodies contained in the sera were

presented as endpoint titres on a continuous scale. For this the

titre was expressed as the reciprocal of the dilution used, which

was indicated as the base 2 logarithm of the dilution used divided

by 100. For example, the titre for dilution 1:200 was 1, for

dilution 1:400 was 2, and so on.

In experiments with rabbits, since small numbers of samples

were studied, the endpoint titres were calculated by a graphic plot

of the optical density of each sera serially diluted using two-fold

steps, starting at 1:200. The point at which the curve for each

individual, intersected the cut-off point (0.3) was presented as the

endpoint titre on a continuous scale (Voller and de Savigny, 1981).

In experiments with cattle, the endpoint titres were calculated

with reference to a standard curve (Kurstak, 1985; Voller and de

Savigny, 1981) using the absorbance values obtained for each sera at

a fixed dilution of 1:200. To produce the standard curve, sera from

68 cattle (including strongly and weakly positive and negative

animals) were titrated and the dose-response curves of the optical
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density were individually plotted for each animal, to obtain the

endpoint titre value. These values were then re-plotted as a

function of the ELISA value (absorbance) obtained at the 1:200

dilution (figure 3.4).

3.7.- PROCESSING OF SKIN BIOPSIES AND CELL COUNTS.

Biopsies of skin test reactions, at various times after

inoculation in the skin of rabbits were conducted using methods

similar to those of Walker and Fletcher, (1987). The area around the

lesion was infused with local anaesthetic (2% Xylocaine) and

biopsies were taken using a 3.5 mm trephine which rotated rapidly

with a hand-held electric motor. Biopsies were immediately placed in

Karnovsky's fixative (2.5% (w/v) glutaraldehyde, 2.0% (w/v)

formaldehyde in 100 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2) at 4°C for 4 hours.

The samples were then washed in 100 mil phosphate buffer and

embedded in hydroxyethyl methacrylate using a commercial kit

(Historesin, LKB, Sweden). The embedded biopses were sectioned at 1

and 2 /am using glass knives on a Cambridge-Huxley Ultramicrotome

(Cambridge Scientific Instruments, U.K.) and stained with Giemsa's

stain diluted 1:10 in 100 mM acetate buffer, pH 4.5.

By light microscopy, the cells encountered in 10 oil fields (x
2

1000, 0.24 mm total area) were counted and differentiated by the

criteria suggested by Walker and Fletcher (1986).

3.8.- TECHNIQUES FOR DIALYSIS AND CONCENTRATION OF PROTEINS.

Protein solutions were dialysed using cellulose dialysis

membranes as tubing (Spectra/Por 2, MWCO. 12,000-14,000; Spectrum
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Figure 3.4. Standard curve to calculate the endpoint titre of sera
based on the optical density at the working dilution (1:200).
Calculations using two different cut-off values to discriminate
between positives and negatives are presented to illustrate the
changes in titre related to the use of different criteria.
Endpoint titre A was calculated using as a cut-off point, a
value of absorbance of 0.24. Endpoint titre B was calculated
using a cut-off value of 0.1. To produce the curves, the
endpoint titre for each sera was calculated using the dose-
response curve of the optical density after titration. Then
these values were re-plotted as a function of the optical
density observed for each sera at the 1:200 dilution.
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Medical Ind., USA), which after being sealed were immersed in at

least 10 volumes of the appropriate buffer under continuous stirring

at 4°C.

Protein concentration was conducted either by placing the

dialysis bags containing the protein solution on dry

polyethyleneglycol compound (Sigma Chemical Co., USA) until the

desired concentration or by ultrafiltration using a standard stirred

cell and a YM-5 Amicon membrane (Amicon Co., USA) at a pressure of

10 psi.

3.9.- GENERAL STATISTICAL METHODS.

Data collected from field and laboratory experiments were

stored and manipulated for statistical analysis with the help of a

computer using a commercial software (PANACEA, PAN Livestock

Services Ltd., U.K.). Some remarks are required on the assumptions

and the steps followed for the analysis.

The normality of the distribution was primarily tested for each

parameter using the histogram command of the software, which allowed

to test the goodness-of-fit to a normal distribution (Bailey, 1981).

However, in some experiments it was considered more appropriate to

test the data for normality using a graphic plot of the observed

values, using rankits (= normal order statistics) (Sokal and Rohlf,

1981).

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted exploiting the

features of the software. A Bartlett's test for the homogeneity of

variances is conducted as the first part of the analysis (Bailey,

1981). The significance of the difference between the means of the
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various groups is tested by the software using Student's *t' test

between adjacent means arranged in ascending order. This test was

used as a rough guide, but a Duncan's multiple range test (Little

and Hills, 1976) was calculated by hand, based on the output of the

analysis. Two-way ANOVA was conducted similarly and when required

data were rearranged and tested as one-way ANOVA.

Multiple linear least-squares regression analysis and the

preparation of the multiple matrix of correlations between set of

variables were conducted using a multiple regression command of the

software. In the case of multiple regression it is not necessary

that any of the variables used in the analysis follow a normal or

any other distribution. In the software the estimated regression

coefficients and the regression itself are tested for significance

and the multiple coefficient of determination is displayed (Bailey,

1981).

Non-parametric statistics were calculated by hand, but using

the indexing and sorting facilities of the software.



CHAPTER FOUR:

PARTIAL PURIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF TICK-DERIVED PROTEINS USING

CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHODS

SUMMARY

Methods of fractionation by precipitation on salt saturated

solutions and of anion-exchange chromatography were used to separate

proteins contained in crude tick-derived extracts either from larvae

or from salivary glands of females. These methods were refined in

Edinburgh (CTVM laboratory) working with Rhipicephalus

appendiculatus ticks and then were implemented in Bogota, working

with Boophilus microplus ticks. The degree of separation of proteins

obtained with the use of these methods was studied by the comparison

of the electrophoretic pattern on polyacrylamide gels and by the

identification of immunoreactive molecules using the Western

blotting technique. The similarity of results obtained with

different ticks species and at different laboratories is discussed.

4.1.- INTRODUCTION.

The fact that cattle exposed to Boophilus microplus ticks

display dermal hypersensitivity reactions to the inoculation of tick

derived proteins has been recognized for many years. The mechanisms

of these reactions and their relationship with the resistance to the

tick by the cattle have been widely investigated. During those

studies, materials used for the inoculations have included: crude

extracts of tick eggs or larvae (Riek, 1962) and tick saliva
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obtained by pilocarpine stimulation (Tatchell, 1969), as well as

highly purified antigens separated from larval extracts (Willadsen

and Williams, 1976; Willadsen et a^.,1978; Willadsen and Riding,

1979). Two of those purified antigens when tested on cattle with

differing degrees of resistance to the tick showed correlation

between the sensitivity to the antigen and the level of immunity of

the animals to the tick (Willadsen et ad., 1978).

Although Willadsen (1980b) states that the use of crude

extracts of allergenic materials can cause misleading results

because the specific immunological reactions are mixed with non¬

specific skin inflammation there are many problems related with the

use of purified materials when attempting their use for widespread

practical purposes (Walker and Fletcher, 1989). Also the problems

with the application of modern technologies in third world countries

have been discussed in the introductory chapter.

During the present study it was attempted to produce partially

purified antigens from tick-derived materials, (in conditions and

quantities suitable for field use). These were used as antigens in

skin tests to study the relationship between the resistance of the

animals to the tick and the skin response to the antigens.

A simplification of the purification procedures described by

Willadsen and Williams (1976) was used. Preliminary chromatographic

procedures were peformed at the CTVtt in 1983 using larval extracts

and salivary gland homogenates of Rhipicephalus appendiculatus

ticks, readily available at the Centre, These methods were then used

on microplus larval extracts. On return to Colombia the

chromatographic work was performed using the facilities available at
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the immunology section of the LIMV at Bogota, using microplus

ticks.

4.2.- MATERIALS AND METHODS.

4.2.1.- Ticks.

Larvae and females R^ appendiculatus ticks were obtained from

the laboratory colony maintained at the CTVM. All these ticks were

derived from ticks fed on rabbits. B^ microplus larval ticks used

during the preliminary experimentation at the CTVM were kindly

supplied by Mr. M. Matthewson (Coopers Animal Health Ltd, England).

The chromatographic separations performed at LIMV used B^ microplus

larvae from the haemoparasite free colony described in chapter

three. For the preparation of the extracts, ticks not older than 20

days after hatching were used.

4.2.2.- Preparation of crude extracts

4.2.2.1.- Preliminary developments at the CTVM

Initial trials were performed using R^_ appendiculatus larvae

and similar methods were later applied to B^ microplus larvae. The

methods for the preparation of the larval extracts were a

simplification of those used by Willadsen and Williams (1976), and

are summarized in figure 4.1. Each preparation used different

amounts of larvae and all procedures were conducted at 4°C.

Two different protocols were used to clarify the supernatant.

Protocol A, was used initially in the preparation of extracts RAPP-1

and RAPP-2 (table 4.1), but it was later simplified to protocol B,
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Figure 4.1. Methods for the preparation of crude larval extracts
from either Rhipicephalus appendiculatus or Boophilus microplus
ticks and methods for their subsequent fractionation by-
precipitation at different concentrations of ammonium sulphate,
a) Preparation of the crude larval extracts. Different ammounts
of larvae were used to prepare each extract. All procedures
were conducted at 4°C.



Larvae washed three tines in cold PBS and ground on PBS (2 ml/gram of larvae)
using mortar and pestle until finely disintegrated,

I
CLARIFICATION OF THE SUPERNATANT

Protocol A
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Filter through a
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filter (millipore
type prefilter),
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t

Redissolve the precipitate
(approx. 0.5 ml PBS/gram
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Sonicate for 30 seconds
at 20 Ic/s, four times
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t

Protocol B

Centrifuge at 3,500 g x 30 minutes

Repeat four
times y

\ v

Discard

precipitate

Retain supernatant
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Figure 4.1. (continuation).
b) Fractionation by precipitation at different concentrations
of ammonium sulphate. The salt was slowly added to the protein
solution under continuous stirring until the desired
concentration. During the purifications performed at LIMV in
Colombia a 65% saturation of ammonium sulphate was used for the
second precipitate (65% ASP).



Precipitate on 35$ saturation of asBoniua
sulphate at 4°C overnight with continuous
stirring.

Centrifuge at 3,500 g x 30 sinutes

u

Precipitate

Reconstitute on 10 ul PBS

Dialyze against three changes of
Tris-HCl buffer (50 pK 8.7)

Supernatant

t
Add aaaoniuB sulphate up to 55$ saturation
and precipitate at 4°C overnight with
continuous stirring.

Centrifuge at 3,500 g x 30 ainutes

Retain precipitate

Reconstitute on 10 b1 PBS

I
Dialyze against three changes of
Tris-HCl buffer (50 aK, pH 8.7)
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Table 4.1.- Preparation of extracts from Rhipicephalus
appendiculatus and Boophilus microplus ticks at CTVM

TOTAL PROTEIN CONTENT (mg)

Extract Ammount Crude 35% ASP 55% ASP
code extract mg mg
12 mg * *

RAPP-1 1.5 150 20 47
Rl-Cl R1-C2

RAPP-2 6.0 350 87 75
R2-C1 R2-C2

RAPP-3 2.0 N.D. N.D. 32
R3-C2

BOOM-1 3.0 330 26 52
Bl-Cl B1-C2

BOOM-2 5.0 290 51 44
B2-C1 B2-C2

GSG-1 100 130 6 54
Gl-Cl G1-C2

GSG-2 150 2.28 16 11
G2-C1 G2-C2

* : Percentage of saturation of ammonium sulphate used to
precipitate the protein. The codes identify the column to
which each extract were applied for chromatography.

1 : RAPP - extracts from |L_ appendiculatus larvae.
BOOM - extracts from B;_ microplus larvae.
GSG - salivary gland homogenates from R^ appendiculatus

females.

2 : Grams of larvae (RAPP, BOOM) or pairs of salivary glands
(GSG).

N.D. Not done.
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to facilitate its use on return to Colombia (applied to prepare

extracts RAPP-3, BOOM-1 and BOOM-2). Crude extracts were

fractionated for protein by differential precipitation with ammonium

sulphate at concentrations of saturation of 35% and 55% (as

described in figure 4.1). Two protein fractions were so obtained

from each extract, and were named as 35% ammonium sulphate

precipitate (35% ASP) and as 55% ASP. They were either used

immediately for chromatographic separation or frozen at -20°C until

required.

Similar methods were used to fractionate salivary gland

homogenates (GSG) from R^ appendiculatus semi-engorged females. GSG

were prepared as described in chapter three (3.3) using 100 to 150

pairs of salivary glands, and sonicated (for 30 seconds at 20 Kc/s,

four times at 30 seconds intervals). The homogenates were then

centrifuged twice as in protocol B and fractionated for proteins

with ammonium sulphate using methods as those described for larval

extracts.

Table 4.1 summarizes the observations on these preliminary

developments using either R^ appendiculatus (RAPP), microplus

(BOOH) larval extracts, or GSG. Each of the fractions obtained with

the methods described above was identified with a code indicating:

the source of materials (R for RAPP larvae or B for BOOn larvae, and

G for GSG), the numeric order of the crude extract and the

concentration of ammonium sulphate in which it was fractioned (-C1

for 35% and -C2 for 55%). These codes were used later to identify

the columns for the chromatographic separation of the respective

materials.
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4.2.2.2.- Preparation of IL microplus larval extracts at LIMV.

A total of 10 larval extracts based on large ammounts of larvae

were prepared during the period of study at Colombia. Ilethods used

for their preparation were similar to those described above (only

protocol B was used) with the adition that the extracts were

filtered through gauze before the initial centrifugation. The

fractionation of proteins on ammonium sulphate was performed at

concentrations of saturation of 35% and 65%, to correspond closely

to described methods (Willadsen and Williams, 1976). A slight

precipitation of protein was found during dialysis and was removed

by centrifugation, before determining the protein content (see

below). Crude larval extracts were prepared and kept frozen until

required for ammonium sulphate precipitations. These precipitations

were usually performed on two or three different extracts at a time

(before the commencement of a chromatography) and fractions not used

immediately were frozen again.

Precipitation of protein was found on some frozen extracts due

to problems faced with the freezing equipment of the laboratory.

(Due to the scarcity of space, materials were kept in various

freezers in different sections of the laboratory). These extracts

were centrifuged and protein concentration assayed before use.

Extracts that showed extensive precipitation were discarded. A

summary of these activities is shown in table 4.2.

4.2.3.- Separation of tick homoqenates using anion-exchange

chromatographic techniques.
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Table 4.2.- Preparation of extracts from microplus larvae and
fractionation on different concentrations of saturation of
ammonium sulphate. Work performed at LIHV, 1986 - 1988.

TOTAL PROTEIN CONTENT (mg)

Extract Date of Ammount Total 35% 65%
preparation of larvae extract ASP @ ASP (a

(grams)

LI 14-11-86 50 N.D.* N.D. N.D.

L2 16-01-87 74 626 111 163

L3 2-03-87 11 318 139 88*

L4 14-04-87 83 1044 217 550

L5 21-04-87 40 159 62* 35*

L6 5-06-87 30 476 107 247

L7 16-07-87 66 753 184 254

L8 25-09-87 120 N.D.* N.D. N.D.

L9 25-01-88 58 N.D. 144 220

L10 11-08-88 89 3200 158 2258

* = Indicates material damaged by deficiencies on the freezing
equipment.

(a = Concentration of saturation of ammonium sulphate used to
precipitate the protein on the corresponding fraction.

N.D. = Not done
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4.2.3.1.- Preliminary developments at the CTVH

Methods similar to those described by Willadsen and Williams

(1976) were followed. During the period of study at Edinburgh,

anion-exchange chromatography of the extracts was performed using a

1.6 x 40 cm column of diethylaminoethyl (DEAE) cellulose (DE-52,

Whatman Ltd.) equilibrated with Tris-HCl buffer (50 mH, pH 8.7). The

initial chromatographic separations used a stepwise change in the

molarity of sodium chloride in the eluting buffer (0, 50, 75, 100,

150 and 200 mM), but later the procedure was changed to a 500 ml

linear gradient from 0 to 300 mM sodium chloride.

Protein peaks eluted from the columns were observed as the

increases in the absorbance at 280 nm. Fractions of corresponding

peaks were pooled and concentrated by dialysis against solid

polyethylene glycol (Sigma Chemical Co., Ltd) down to a final volume

of 2-5 mis. Each fraction was desalted by dialysis against distilled

water, the protein content estimated and then freeze dried.

Whilst at Edinburgh, chromatographic separations were attempted

on larval extracts from R^ appendiculatus and microplus and on

salivary gland homogenates from R^ appendiculatus females.

4.2.3.2.- Chromatographic separations at LIMV.

At LIMV chromatographic separations were performed on a 2.8 x

45 cm column of DEAE-Sephadex A-50 (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals Inc.,

USA) equilibrated on Tris-HCl buffer (50 mM, pH 8.7), and for the

elution, a 600 ml linear gradient of sodium chloride from 0 to 500

mM on the same Tris-HCl buffer was used.
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Eluted peaks were concentrated and desalted either as described

above or using ultrafiltration membranes (Amicon YM-5, Amicon Co.,

USA). The protein concentration was then determined and the

materials were aliquoted and frozen. For the last set of field

experiments (chapter nine) and for the transport of materials to

Edinburgh in the final period of study, aliquoted materials were

freeze dried (with the generous collaboration of VECOL laboratories,

Bogotd).

4.2.4.- Protein Estimation.

During the period of study at Edinburgh, the protein

concentration of the crude extracts were determined using the method

of differential optical absorbance at 280 and 260 nm (Layne, 1957)

and on concentrated peaks using the BCA Protein Assay reagent

(Pierce & Warriner Ltd., U.K.).

In Colombia, a dye-binding assay (Bradford, 1976) was used to

estimate the protein concentration both on the crude extracts and on

the concentrated peaks. A more sensitive modification of the dye-

binding assay (Bearden, 1978) was implemented for materials of low

concentrations (under 100 micrograms protein/ml). The

standardization of these techniques is described in chapter three

(3.2).

4.2.5.- Partial characterization of the separated proteins

using gel electrophoresis and the recognition of antigens by

immune sera.

The composition of the protein peaks eluted from the columns
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was studied using SDS-PAGE (3.4). Protein bands observed were

compared among the different isolates using the index of similarity

of Lawson et al. (1980), which is the inverse of the percentage of

protein bands that are not common between the gels being compared.

Immunogenicity of the protein contained on the fractions was studied

by an immunoblotting technique (3.5).

4.3.- RESULTS

4.3.1.- Fractionation of proteins from R. appendiculatus larval

extracts and salivary gland homogenates.

Results of the fractionation of larval homogenates are

summarized in figure 4.2. It was found consistently that four

protein peaks were eluted from the column in response to the

increasing molarity of sodium chloride used in the eluant. They were

given the following nomenclature: Peak 1 (PK1) = proteins eluted at

50 mil sodium chloride, Peak 2 (PK2) = proteins eluted at 75 to 100

mil sodium chloride, Peak 3 (PK3) = proteins eluted at 150 mil sodium

chloride and Peak 4 (PK4) = proteins eluted at 200 mil sodium

chloride.

Materials obtained from column R1-C2 were used in the

preliminary experiment on skin test methods in rabbits (5.2.4.1).

The proteinaceous composition of each of the fractions was studied

using SDS-PAGE. Figure 4.3 shows the proteins contained on each

peak, these results were consistent for all the chromatographies

performed. The components of PK1 and PK2 had very low concentration

of protein, and thus were only visualized using the silver stain
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Figure 4.2. Comparative diagram of the changes in absorbance
observed in the eluates of the DE-52 chromatographic
separations of salt fractioned Rhipicephalus appendiculatus
larval extracts. The lines indicate the relative changes in the
protein content of the eluate of the columns. Results on the
chromatographic separation of five different materials are
illustrated. The separations used either stepwise changes in
the molarity of sodium chloride in the eluant buffer (solid
lines and changes of buffer indicated by arrows) or a linear
gradient of sodium chloride from 0 to 300 mM in the eluant
buffer (dashed lines). The code for each material is indicated
at the right of each diagram, using the same nomenclature as in
table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3. SDS-PAGE protein profiles of the peaks of protein
eluted during the chromatographic separation of Rhipicephalus
appendiculatus larval extracts. Gels used a gradient
concentration of acrylamide from 7% to 20%. PK1, PK2, PK3 and
PK4 identify the different peaks of protein, GSG = salivary
gland homogenate of females used for reference. The numbers
indicate the migration exhibited by markers of respective
molecular weight. Protein bands in the gel were visualised
using the silver staining technique of Horrissey (1981). The
arrows at the left indicate protein bands in PK1 and PK2
refered in the text. Arrows at the right, indicate the protein
bands in PK3 and PK4 described in the text.
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(3.4.3).

In PK1 there were typically 3 bands of protein with molecular

weights of 15, 20 and 22 kilodaltons (kD). PK2 contained these three

proteins plus 10 protein bands of intermediate molecular weights

(from 25 to 62 kD). Fractions PK3 and PK4 contained more abundant

proteins bands than PK1 or PK2, and they were clearly separated into

two groups, group one had 3-4 major bands around 40 kD and group

two had 8 major bands ranging from 55 to 99.5 kD. Another fainter

group of at least three bands was observed between 40 and 55 kD on

Pk3 and PK4, but it was more intense in PK3.

Chromatographic separation of the proteins contained in GSG was

also attempted. The results of these observations are summarized in

figure 4.4. Repeatibility of the procedure, using step changes of

salt concentration of the eluant, was low. This lack of

repeatibility could be attributed to the low protein concentration

found in the eluant of the columns, but in spite of this a clear

separation of proteins was obtained (figure 4.5). GSG consisted of a

complex mixture of proteins, containing at least 40 major bands,

with molecular weights ranging from 10 to 97 kD. PK1 displayed 2

very faint bands of 40 and 43 kD. PK2 and PK3 were very similar and

consisted of three bands (55, 62 and 70 kD). All these bands were

found with more intensity in PK4, where 3 additional bands were

detected (30, 38 and 72 kD).

These observations indicate that much larger amounts of

starting material were required for the practical fractionation of

these homogenates by anion-exchange chromatography. This procedure

was therefore considered impractical because of the amount of labour

required for dissecting the salivary glands from the tick.
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concentrations of saturation of ammonium sulphate of 35% (—CI)
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buffers indicated by arrows), or a linear gradient of sodium
chloride from 0 to 300 mM in the eluant buffer (dashed line).
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Figure 4.5. Protein profile on SDS-PAGE (gradient 7 - 20%
acrylamide) of salivary gland homogenates from Phipicephalus
appendiculatus females at various stages during fractionation
of the extracts by salt precipitation and by anion exchange
chromatography. The top lanes illustrate the protein patterns
of extracts prepared each with 30 pairs of salivary glands
dissected from ticks fed on rabbits either naive (N) or
resistant (R) to the tick. (Proteins stained with coomassie
blue stain). The bottom lanes indicate the separation of
proteins observed on different steps of fractionation of a
salivary gland homogenate T = total homogenate, 35-55 =
proteins precipitated at corresponding concentrations of
ammonium sulphate, PK1, PK2, PK3 and PK4 = materials
fractionated by chromatography of the 55 extract. (Proteins
were stained with silver stain using the method of Horrissey
(1981)). The numbers indicate the migration exhibited by
calibration proteins of corresponding molecular weight. The
arrows correspond to bands described in the text.
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In an attempt to improve the protein concentration of GSG, the

protein profiles of salivary homogenates prepared with identical

numbers of salivary glands obtained from ticks either fed on

susceptible or on resistant rabbits were compared (figure 4.5). A

similar profile of proteins was found in both extracts, but higher

concentrations of proteins were detected in ticks fed on resistant

rabbits, this material was therefore used for the isolation of

antigens. A crude extract of these glands was chromatographed (G3),

but still the protein concentration of the eluant was too low to

make the procedure practical.

Antigenic proteins contained either in unfractionated GSG or in

total and in purified materials from larvae, were identified by

Western blotting using sera from an immune rabbit (3.6.3). At least

15 antigens were identified in the total larval extract (figure

4.6), of which five showed identity with molecules recognized on the

salivary gland extract (approximate molecular weight: 19, 33, 34, 48

and 52 kD). Three antigens with molecular weights 38, 59 and 64 kD

were also recognized in fractions PK3 and PK4. The band of 33 kD was

also identified in material PK2.

4.3.2.- Fractionation of B. microplus larval extracts.

The description of the work using B^ microplus larvae is

divided in two sections: chromatographic separations performed at

CTVM using DE-52 as anion-exchanger and separations performed at

LIMV using DEAE-Sephadex A-50.

4.3.2.1.- Chromatographic separations performed at CTVH
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Figure 4.6. Pattern of antigens contained in different materials
extracted from the tick Rhipicephalus appendiculatus as
identified by Western blotting. Materials were separated by
SDS-PAGE on 7-20% gradient acrylamide gel slabs,
electroblotted, incubated with sera of a immune rabbit and
developed with a peroxidase conjugated goat anti-rabbit
immunoglobulin G (GAR-IgG). T = Total larval extract, G =
salivary gland homogenate. PK1, PK2, PK3 and PK4 = materials
purified from larval extracts by chromatography. The arrows
indicate bands described in the text.
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A summary of the fractionation of larval proteins from B.

microplus attained at CTVM is presented in figure 4.7. Three protein

peaks were consistently observed (Peak 1 at 50 mil sodium chloride,

Peak 2 at 75 to 100 mH sodium chloride and Peak 3 at 150 mM sodium

chloride). Peak 4 was observed when a higher salt concentration (350

mil) was used as eluant. The patterns of separation of proteins are

illustrated on figure 4.8. Single faint bands of low molecular

weight were observed in PK1 (18.8 kD) and PK2 (17.5 kD) whilst PK3

contained two groups of proteins in a manner similar to that

described for appendiculatus extracts. One of these groups

consisted of four bands centred on 43 kD and the other group of 7

bands of protein between 68 - 106 kD. Corresponding fractions

obtained in various chromatographic separations were pooled and

freeze dried to be transported to Colombia for their use in field

trials (chapters six and seven).

Western blotting was used to study the antigenicity of the B.

microplus materials obtained during the various steps in the

purification procedures conducted at Edinburgh. For this sera from

immune animals (a pool of sera from the five cattle more reactive on

the ELISA test described in chapter three) was used. A salivary

gland homogenate from B^ microplus females was used as reference

material (figure 4.9).

The immune sera recognized antigens only in the total larval

extract (result not shown) and the products of the preliminary salt

fractionation. In materials precipitated at either 35% or 55%

saturation of ammonium sulphate, two antigens, molecular weight 37

and 39 kD were identified. The 39 kD band showed identity with an

antigen recognized on the salivary gland homogenate. No antigens
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Figure 4.8. Proteins contained in larval extracts of Boophilus
microplus ticks at different stages of fractionation, as
displayed by electrophoresis on SDS-Polyacrylamide gels
(gradient 7-20% concentration total acrylamide). BOOM
identifies the total original extract. 35 and 55 identify
proteins precipitated by the corresponding percentages o"f
saturation of ammonium sulphate. PK1, PK2 and Pk3 identify
peaks of protein eluted after anion-exchange chromatography of
the 55 extract. RAPP identify a total larval extract of
Rhipicephalus appendiculatus ticks used for reference. The
proteins were visualised using the silver stain method of
llorrissey (1981)
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Figure 4.9. Proteins recognized by sera of immune calves on
different protein mixtures extracted from the tick Boophilus
microplus. After separation by SDS-PAGE (gel slabs on an
acrylamide gradient from 7-20%), proteins were transferred to
nitrocellulose paper, incubated with the immune sera and
developed with peroxidase conjugated Goat anti-bovine
immunoglobulin G (GAB-IgG). 55 and 35 respectively identify
larval derived proteins precipitated by ammonium sulphate at
concentrations of saturation of 55% and 35%. PK1, PK2, PK3 and
PK4 are proteins fractionated from the 55 extract by anion-
exchange chromatography on DE-52. GSG is a salivary gland
homogenate from female ticks. The arrows point to bands
described in the text.
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were detected in PK1, PK2 or PK3.

4.3.2.2.- Chromatographic separations performed at LIHV.

The same techniques developed at the CTVM were implemented

using the facilities available at LIHV and DEAE-Sephadex A-50 as

anion-exchanger. A clearly different elution pattern of proteins was

observed when the 35% ASP or 65% ASP fractions were separated.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the results obtained on the separation

of the 65% ASP fractions and figure 4.11 illustrates the separation

of the 35% fractions. Higher yields of protein were produced by the

65% precipitates. The protein concentration of the eluate displayed

a common pattern in accordance with the molarity of sodium chloride

used to elute the proteins from the anion-exchanger.

The procedure showed good repeatibility, about 70 fractions (8-

9 mis each) were produced on each separation and they were usually

pooled as six major peaks, except on chromatogram L2-65 where seven

peaks were separated. The allocation of a fraction to a peak was

made on the basis of visual judgement according to the shape of the

curve and to the calculated salt molarity of the eluate. Peaks were

identified as PI, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 and D2 (figures 4.10 and 4.11).

Pooled peaks were concentrated to about 1/10 of their original

volume (the original volume of each peak varied from 50 to 150 ml)

and divided into equal fractions, (0.5 - 1.0 ml). The protein

content was estimated and the fractions were frozen at -20°C (the

space in the deep freezer was reserved for these purified

materials). Results of these procedures are shown in table 4.3.

Concentration on polyethylene glycol was used in the initial
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Figure 4.10. Anion-exchange chromatography on DEAE-Sephadex A-50 of
Boophilus microplus larval extracts partially fractionated by
precipitation between 35% to 65% saturation on ammonium
sulphate (65% ASP). A 600 ml linear gradient of sodium chloride
from 0 to 500 mil on 50mll Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.7 was used as
eluant. Results on the chromatographic separations of five
different materials are presented. L2 to L10 indicate the
larval extract used for each one. PI, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6 and D2
show the fractions pooled as peaks for subsequent analysis.
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Figure 4.11. Chromatographic separation on DEAE-Sephadex A-50 of
four different Boophilus microplus larval extracts (L3 to L10)
subjected to salt fractionation at 35% saturation of ammonium
sulphate. A 600 mis linear gradient (0-500 mil) of sodium
chloride on Tris-HCl buffer (50 mil, pH 8.7) was used as eluant.
PI, P3, P4, P5, P6, and D2 indicate the fractions pooled as
peaks for subsequent analysis.
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Table 4.3. Protein content of the eluted peaks (after being
concentrated) when Boophilus microplus larval extracts were
separated using anion - exchange chromatography on DEAE-
Sephadex A-50

COLUMN FRACTIONS

Columns Date PI P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 D2

Protein concentration (micrograms/ ml) *

L2-65 06-87 60 103 N.D. 274 N.D. 1800 2057

L4-65 (1) 08-87 10 26 193 610 905 415

L4-65 (2) 12-87 17 38 475 750 3800 2865

L4-35 12-87 11 20 69 N.D. 505 1475

L3-35 01-88 N.D. N.D. 80 350 690

L6-65 02-88 19 30 38 1120

L7-65 04-88 48 47 150 250 550

L6-35 05-88 16 21 16 17 13 13

L10-65 08-88 43 40 80 130 2400 270

L10-35 08-88 21 80 60 11 80

N.D. No material available for test.

* = Estimated using a coomassie blue G-250 binding assay.

(Bradford, 1976; Bearden, 1978). See chapter three (3.2).
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chromatographic separations (columns L2-65 and L4-65{1}), but there

were difficulties of detecting protein accurately in some materials

(PI, P3). It was thought that this was due to low molecular weight

proteins being lost during concentration (molecular weight cut off

of the dialysis bags 12,000 - 14,000). This caused a change to the

use of ultrafiltration membranes (5-,000 M.W. cut off) but no

improvements in the recovery of protein after concentration were

observed with their use.

By this time (November 1987), field results were available that

indicated allergenic activity of these materials when skin tested in

spite of their low protein concentration (8.3.1). This required a

more sensitive technique to measure the amount of protein contained

on those materials.

A technique to measure protein in the range of 0.5 to 50 >ug/ml

was then standardized (Bearden, 1978) and this analysis conducted

again on the preserved materials when available. As concentration

by ultracentrifugation proved to be laborious, it was decided to

remain with the polyethylene glycol method of protein concentration.

Materials from columns L2-65 and L4-65 were used in preliminary

evaluations in cattle exposed to the tick and all showed capability

to induce immediate hypersensitivity reactions (8.2.3). A

combination of materials from columns L4-65, L6-65 and L7-65 were

used for the final experiment of evaluation of two methods to

measure resistance to the tick (9.2.4).

During the final period of study at Edinburgh, the pattern of

proteins contained in the different isolated materials were studied

by SDS-PAGE. All the different isolates corresponding to the same

peak were electrophoretically separated in the same gel. The
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proteins were revealed by both the coomassie blue stain and by the

silver stain (3.4.3), and the pattern of bands present on each slab

was recorded.

Indices of similarity between the different isolates of each

peak were calculated. Figure 4.12 exemplifies the calculation of a

dendrogram based on the indices of similarity between different

isolates of the material D2. Figure 4.13 shows the dendrograms for

materials PI, P3 and P4. Figure 4.14 illustrate the dendrograms

constructed with the indices of similarity between different

isolates of materials P5, P6 and D2.

For each peak, the similarity of materials obtained on

different chromatographies was generally over 40%. On PI, P4, P6 and

D2 low similarity was observed for one or two materials obtained

after chromatography of the 35% ASP fractions. These low indices of

similarity appeared to be caused by the difficulty of detecting

faint bands on the gels.

SDS-PAGE analysis was conducted on a pool of each peak and

results are displayed on figure 4.15. Materials PI, P3 and P4 were

characterized by having faint bands of proteins of low molecular

weight arranged by their size in two groups, one between 14 and 22

kD and the second between 28 and 32 kD. The indices of similarity

between these fractions were fairly low (P1/P3 = 33%, P1/P4 = 24%,

P3/P4 = 48%) indicating good degree of separation of proteins during

chromatography.

Materials P5, P6 and D2 contained three major groups of

protein. Group one contained proteins with molecular weights between

40 to 48 kD, group two between 63 to 77 kD and group three of
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Figure 4.12. Electrophoretic pattern on polyacrylamide gels
(gradient 7-20%) of various isolates of the material D2,
extracted from Boophilus microplus larvae by anion-exchange
chromatography using larval extracts precipitated at different
concentrations of saturation of ammonium sulphate (35-65%). The
dendrogram illustrates the index of similarity (based on the
proportion of protein bands that are common to two gels slabs
being compared) calculated after recording the bands visualized
either by the coomassie blue or by the more sensitive silver
stain. The location of each material on the dendrogram is
indicated by the letter at the bottom of each slab. The code
that follows each letter on the dendrogram identifies the
number of the original larval extract (L3-L10) and the
concentration of ammonium sulphate on which it was precipitated
(35-65). The migration exhibited by calibration proteins of
known molecular weight is also indicated.
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Figure 4.13. Dendrograms to illustrate the indices of similarity
between various isolates of materials purified from larval
extracts of the tick Boophilus microplus using chromatographic
methods. Results for the materials PI, P3 and P4 are presented.
For each material a separate dendrogram was constructed. Each
index of similarity was calculated based on the protein
electrophoretic pattern on SDS-PAGE of each isolate, by
comparing the proportion of protein bands that were common to
two gels slabs being examined. The bands of protein in the gel
slabs were recorded after visualization by staining the gel
either, with coomassie blue or with a more sensitive silver
stain (Morrissey, 1981). These isolates were obtained after
chromatography of larval extracts (L3-L10) previously
fractionated by precipitation on different concentrations of of
ammonium sulphate (35-65% saturation). The location of each
material on the dendrogram is indicated by a different letter.
The code that follows each letter identifies the number of the

original larval extract (L3-L10) and the concentration of
ammonium sulphate on which it was precipitated (35-65).
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Figure 4.14. Dendrograms to illustrate the indices of similarity
of various isolates of materials purified from larval extracts
of the tick Boophilus microplus. Results for the materials P5,
P6 and D2 are presented (For each material a separate
dendrogram was constructed). The indices of similarity were
calculated as explained on figure 4.13. The bands of protein in
the gel slabs were recorded after being visualized by staining
the gel either with coomassie blue Or with a more sensitive
silver stain (Morrissey, 1981). These isolates were obtained
after chromatography of larval extracts (L3-L10) previously
fractionated by precipitation on different concentrations of of
ammonium sulphate (35-65% saturation). The location of each
material on the dendrogram is indicated by a different letter.
The code that follows each letter identifies the number of the

original larval extract (L3-L10) and the concentration of
ammonium sulphate on which it was precipitated (35-65).
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Figure 4.15. SDS-PAGE protein profile of different materials
purified from Boophilus microplus larvae by anion-exchange
chromatography on DEAE-Sephadex A-50 (PI, P3, P4, P5, P6, D2)
and of a homogenate of salivary glands extracted from adult
ticks (GSG). Electrophoresis was conducted on a gel with a
gradient concentration of acrylamide from 7 to 20%, and
proteins were visualized using a coomassie blue stain (Top
plate). Proteins identically separated were electroblotted to
nitrocellulose paper and immunoreactive molecules were
identified (bottom plate) using a peroxidase conjugated goat
anti-bovine immunoglobulin G (GAB-IgG) after incubating the
transferred proteins with sera from calves either immune or
resistant to the tick (see text for explanations). Materials of
larval origin consisted of a pool of materials resulting from
different chromatographic separations. Migration exhibited by
proteins of known molecular weight is indicated. The arrows
point to bands described in the text.
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molecules between 90 to 100 kD. The indices of similarity between

these materials were also low (P5/P6 = 23%, P5/D2 = 24%, P6/D2 =

49%).

Western blotting was used to identify immunogenic proteins on

the pooled peaks, as well as on a female salivary gland homogenate.

Sera from immune cattle were used (3.6.3) and a pool of sera of

five animals of high resistance to the tick were also tested

(3.1.3). Results are presented in figure 4.15.

Only fraction D2 from the larval homogenates contained a single

antigen recognized by sera of the immune animals. This band showed

identity with an antigen, molecular weight 39 kD recognized in GSG.

The sera from the resistant animals recognized the same bands, but

with a lower intensity.

4.4.- DISCUSSION

A characterization of the proteins contained in each extract

and a study of the degree of separation obtained during each step of

these fractionations was performed by the comparison of the

electrophoretic pattern of the different mixtures of proteins (as

detected by protein specific stains or by the recognition for

specific antibodies) on SDS-PAGE. This discussion is primarily based

on those findings. Salivary gland homogenates from either R.

appendiculatus or microplus females were also electrophoresed for

comparative purposes. No attempt was made to describe the protein

composition of GSG. These homogenates were included in the gels to

compare the presence of similar antigens (detected by Western

blotting), between them and the larval extracts.
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Salt fractionation and anion-exchange chromatography proved to

be useful methods for the practical separation of tick-derived

proteins. When larval extracts from either appendiculatus or B.

microplus, or salivary glands extracts from appendiculatus were

subjected to salt fractionation, a similar pattern of proteins was

seen on materials precipitated at low ammonium sulphate

concentrations (35% saturation), and on materials obtained after

further concentration (55 - 65% saturation ammonium sulphate) of the

supernatant obtained after the initial fractionation at 35%

saturation. Higher protein yields were obtained on the precipitates

at high salt concentration. Chromatographies of the later

precipitates showed better repeatibility than those performed on the

precipitates at low salt concentrations.

A clear separation of proteins was obtained after anion-

exchange chromatography of any material on DE-52 (from both tick

species or from larval or salivary gland origin). Typically few

proteins of low molecular weight (below 30 kD) were eluted on the

lower molarities of sodium chloride used on the solvent. In all the

chromatographic separations, when higher salt concentrations were

used on the solvent, proteins of higher molecular weight were

liberated from the anion-exchanger. Coincidentally at molarities of

sodium chloride between 150-200 mil, all the materials yielded

proteins arranged in two groups (one around 43 kD and other around

70 kD).

Separation of microplus larval extracts using DEAE-Sephadex

A-50 showed some differences with the pattern seen on DE-52. Faint

bands of low molecular weight proteins were seen after

electrophoresis of materials eluted at molarities of sodium chloride
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up to 200 mil, but they were more abundant than those separated on

DE-52. Molarities of sodium chloride between 300-500 mM were

required for the elution of the proteins grouped around 43 and 70 kD

when the microplus larval extracts were fractionated on DEAE-

Sephadex A-50. Note that proteins grouped similary were eluted from

DE-52 at only 150-200 mM of sodium chloride in the eluant buffer.

A direct comparison of the results obtained during these

separations with those reported using similar methods, is difficult

because each reported experiment had different final objectives,

used different methods and used various approaches to identify the

relevant molecules. So, whilst Binta and Cunningham (1984) used step

changes of molarity of sodium chloride to separate IL appendiculatus

larval extracts on DE-52 and split their material into two peaks of

protein according to the protein concentration of the eluant,

Willadsen and Williams (1976) used a linear gradient of sodium

chloride on DEAE-cellulosae to separate B^ microplus larval extracts

and segregated their materials according to the esterase activity

and to the antigenicity (measured as the size of the reaction

produced by the injection on cattle exposed to the tick) of each

fraction produced after chromatography.

This experiment used a combination of those methods. Fractions

eluted after chromatography were pooled into major peaks according

to the shape of the curve of protein concentration and to the

molarity of sodium chloride at which they were eluted. The

allergenic activity of each of the separated materials was studied

by their intradermal injection into animals exposed to the

respective tick. The type of proteins contained on each peak were
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also studied by the electrophoretic separation and staining for

protein, and by the subsequent recognition of these proteins by

sera from immune animals.

In the R^ appendiculatus-rabbit laboratory model, many proteins

derived from total larval extracts were recognized by sera from

immune animals. Of these, five showed identity with proteins

contained in salivary gland homogenates from the same tick and three

bands of protein not detected on the salivary gland homogenate were

present in materials eluted at 150 and 200 mil of sodium chloride.

These proteins could be the same proteins isolated by Binta, Hugera

and Mushi (1985) who indicated good immunogenic activity on rabbits

of a larval material separated by anion-exchange chromatography at

high molarities of sodium chloride.

On the other hand on the microplus and cattle, few proteins

either from larval or salivary gland origin were recognized by sera

from immune cattle. A band of molecular weight about 39 kD was

constantly recognized in the complete larval extracts and very

faintly in materials eluted at high molarities of sodium chloride

during chromatography on DEAE-Sephadex. This band showed identity

with a protein recognized on the salivary gland homogenate.

The isolation from larval extracts of an esterase of molecular

weight of 60 kD at 120 mil sodium chloride and of a proteolytic

enzyme inhibitor of molecular weight of 18.5 kD at 50 mil sodium

chloride both displaying allergenic activity have been described

(Willadsen and Williams, 1976; Willadsen and Riding, 1979). Whether

these proteins were contained on the materials separated during

these experiments, is not known.

It must be remembered here, that the final objective of this
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experiment was not the ultimate purification of a single protein for

biochemical purposes, but the practical separation (on forms and

quantities suitable for field use) of tick-derived proteins that

showed the capacity to elicite hypersensitive reactions on animals

exposed to the tick. It was expected that the degree of reactivity

to those materials on individual animals could be related to their

capacity to display resistance to the parasite.

The results of the estimation of the capacity of each semi-

purified material to induce hypersensitivity reactions on the

animals are described in the following chapters. The relevance of

those findings to the final objectives of this study will be studied

in the general discussion.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































